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Introduction
If you are reading this manual offline, you may find more upto-date information in the online version at
http://help.adrift.co.
This manual is currently under construction.
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Welcome
ADRIFT is set of Windows applications for creating and
playing Text Adventures, also known as Interactive
Fiction. It comes in two parts; there's Developer - the part
where you create adventure games, and Runner - the part
where you can play the games.
ADRIFT Developer is a Windows application that allows you
to create complex interactive fiction games quickly and
easily. It allows you to concentrate on the story by making
everything else easy, such as having all options available in
dropdown lists, rather than you having to spend a lot of time
just trying to figure out how to code the game. Games in
ADRIFT are created by adding locations, objects, characters
and tasks. These can be organised into folders, allowing you
to group things together in a logical manner.
ADRIFT Runner is the application used to play ADRIFT
games. It currently runs on Windows, Mac, Linux and within
Web browsers, effectively allowing ADRIFT games to run on
any platform. Runner has a built in map, which follows the
player's movements within the game, showing you
everywhere you have been. The map is 3D and can be
rotated to allow different view points.
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What's new
This documentation is applicable to 5.0.31 of ADRIFT, and
was last updated 25 August 2013.
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Getting Started
Please visit Creating Games or Playing Games

Manual Descriptions
This manual is formatted differently to show different things.
When you see text formatted like this, it shows
source text. This is generally text that you would enter in a
text box.
When you see text formatted like this, this displays
text you would enter as a command in Runner.
When you see text formatted like this, this is output
text from Runner.
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System Requirements
Creating Adventures
ADRIFT Developer only runs on Windows. The only real
requirement here is that you have version 2.0 of the .NET
Framework installed. Different versions of .Net run side by
side, so if for example, you only have version 4.0 installed
then ADRIFT will be unable to run. You must also install
version 2.0. At the time of writing you can download the
latest version from http://www.microsoft.com/enus/download/details.aspx?id=1639, or through Windows
Update.

Playing Adventures
There are various ways you can run ADRIFT games, and this
depends on your Operating System.

Windows
This is the preferred method of running games as it is the
native executable with full functionality. As per Developer
above, Windows Runner requires version 2.0 of the .Net
Framework.

Linux

There is a Mono version of Runner that is able to run on the
Mono Framework. This is the next best way to run games,
as it has a functioning 3D map, and graphics. There is
currently no sound with Mono Runner, due to differences in
the sound drivers between operating systems.
You can find out more about Mono at http://monoproject.com, and you can download the latest version from
http://www.go-mono.com/mono-downloads/download.html.
Be sure to download the latest version 2.
If you are installing Mono as a package, it should be listed as
Mono core library (for CLI 2.0), or libmono-corlib2.0-cil.
Currently, Mono Runner also makes use of the Visual Basic
2005 runtime libraries for Mono (libmono-microsoftvisualbasic8.0-cil). On Ubuntu you should be able to find
this in Software Centre in the technical items section.

Mac
Mono Runner should also work on Apple Mac. Please follow
the instructions in the step above.

Online
It is also possible to play games online. This does support
the map, but it is not interactive 3D as per the versions
above. However, it does support graphics and audio.
The default server for playing ADRIFT games online is
play.adrift.co. All you need is a web browser that supports
Javascript.
Please contact me if you wish to host your own version of
Web Runner. You will need the following:

A Windows server, running IIS
ASP.NET 4.0 (note, not 2.0 as above)
Ajax extensions
ASP.NET Full Trust security
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Getting help
This help file can either be viewed online or offline when
installed with ADRIFT. You can obtain the latest version as
well as other formats of this help file online at
http://help.adrift.co.

Offline access
The offline help file is part of the ADRIFT installation. To
launch it, either press the F1 key or click the help button at
the top right of ADRIFT's main window.

Online access
To access and view the most recent online ADRIFT help file,
direct a web browser to the following URL:
http://help.adrift.co.
You can also visit the forum at http://forum.adrift.co where
other members will be happy to answer any questions you
might have.

There is also a community Wiki at http://wiki.adrift.co. The
Wiki formed the basis for this help, but it also provides an
additional resource, including many tutorials and examples.
Because it is maintained by the community, the
documentation has a slightly different perspective.
Finally, you can always contact me at support@adrift.co.
However, please be aware that I am often busy and it might
take a while for a response.

Other Formats
This help documentation can be supplied in alternative
formats (PDF, Word, ePub, Kindle) upon request.
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Creating Your First Game
We are going to create an adventure where you are Jack,
who stumbles upon a magic bean. If you plant the bean, it will
grow into a beanstalk. To win the game, you must climb the
beanstalk.
Look for the JackAndBeanstalk.taf file in the
Samples folder for an example you can load
up.

Introduction
Start up Developer, or select New from the main menu.
From the main menu, select Introduction & End of Game,
like so:

This will bring up the Introduction & End of Game editor.
Give a short introduction to your game, like so:

We haven't yet created any locations, so don't need to worry
about the dropdown. If you do not specify a location in this
dropdown, ADRIFT starts off in the first location in the game.
You can see the word Beanstalk has a red underline. This is
because the spell checker does not recognise the word. If
you want to add a word to the custom dictionary, right-click on
it and select Add to Dictionary.
Click OK to add the introduction.

Jack

The Standard Library always creates a special character
called Player. This is the character that you control as you
move about the game. Because our character is called
"Jack", we can simply rename the player character. To do
this, right-click on the Player character in the Characters list
and select Rename. This will put the character name into edit
mode, where you can simply rename it.

We could edit the character if we wanted to change more
things, such as putting restrictions on the number of items that
can be held, or if Jack should start off sitting down.

Creating the locations
We want to create two locations. A cottage, and a garden.

In the Cottage
Click on the Location icon on the main toolbar.
This will bring up the Location editor. Enter a Short
description and a Long description, like so:

Click Apply to create the location.
Because we have said there is a shelf here, we should add
this to the location. The easiest way to do this, from the
Location editor, is to select the Contents tab. Click on the
Add Static Object button. (This button will be disabled if the
location has not yet been added to the game).
This will now bring up the Object editor. You will notice that
the initial location for the object has already been set to

Single Location and In the Cottage, because you are
adding the object to the location.
Give the object a name and description like so:

Because you can put things on shelves, we need to say that it
is a "supporter". A supporter is any object that you can put
other objects on top of. Click on the Properties tab and tick
the Object is a supporter checkbox.

Click OK to add the object. You will now see it listed in the
Contents page of the location. Click OK to update the
location.

In the Garden
We also want to create an outdoor location, where we will be
able to plant the bean.
An alternative way to create locations is to add them directly
to the map. Double-click on the map where you want the
garden to appear. You will notice this creates a location on
the map with the word [New Location] in square brackets.

This is because the location name is in edit mode. Simply
type to rename it, i.e. "In the Garden". Press <Enter> to apply
the name. You should now have the following on the map:

Double-click on your new location to edit it.
You will notice that the Short description has already been
populated with the description you gave it on the map. So we
just need to add the Long description, like so:

If you like, you can add "grass" as an object, in the Contents
page, as the person playing the game will most likely examine
it, since it has been mentioned in your location description.
Now that we have our two locations, we need to link them. If
we were creating compass point links between the locations,
we could do this directly on the map by clicking on an anchor
(orange square). Because we want to link our locations with
an In/Out direction, we must do this through the Directions
tab.

Click Directions. This will bring up all the possible directions
you can move to from this location. We want to be able to go
In to the cottage from the garden, so select In the Cottage
from the dropdown list next to Move In to.

Click OK. Because you have created a direction In to the
cottage from the garden, it makes sense that you would also
want to go Out from the cottage to the garden. ADRIFT pops
up a question to ask if you would like to do so:

Select Yes. You will now see the two locations linked
together. Each end of the link states "In" or "Out", depending
which direction you must move to get to the other.

We have created a simple link between the two locations.
The player is free to move in and out of the locations. If you
wanted to enhance this further with a door that must be
opened before being able to move, please see the Locked
Doors tutorial.

The Bean
We could go to the complexity of creating a cow and a
peddler, and having Jack exchange the cow for the bean. But
in this sample we are going to keep it simple, hiding the bean
inside a cow pot.
To create the pot, click on the Object icon on the main
toolbar. This time, instead of creating a Static object (one

that is fixed in a particular place), we want to create a
Dynamic object (one that can be moved around).
Give the pot a suitable name, then set object type to Dynamic.
This will modify the options available in the Initial Location
dropdown. We want the pot to appear on the shelf inside the
cottage, so select On Object from the dropdown. Because
we defined the shelf as a supporter, it becomes available in
the final dropdown, so select it. Finally, give the pot a
description. The object editor should now look like so:

It is possible people might want to refer to the pot as simply
"cow". To allow this, select the Name/Noun(s) dropdown,

press <Enter> to get a new line, then type "cow".

This creates two names the object can be referred by.
Because "pot" is the first in the list, this will be the primary
name used for the object.
We want the pot to be a container, and also to make it
openable. So, select the Properties tab, and tick those two
checkboxes. Because we want the pot to start off Closed,
change the Open status from Open to Closed.

Click OK to add the pot.
Now, to add the bean. As above, click the Object icon to
create a new object. Again, this is a dynamic object, but this
time we want it to start off Inside Object and inside a small
cow pot.

Beans are usually edible, so on the Properties tab, select the
Object is edible checkbox. This simply means that if the
player tries to eat it they will get a sensible reply, rather than a
"You can't eat the bean" message.
Click OK to add the bean.

Planting the bean
We need to have a way of letting the player "plant" the bean.
To do this, we need to create a task.

Normally in ADRIFT, you would override tasks in the standard
library to create special cases of pre-defined commands.
However, "plant" is not a verb that has been defined in the
library, so we need to create this ourselves. To do this, click
Task on the main toolbar to create a new task.
We need to create the general case for the plant verb. So we
need to create a General task.
Give the task a sensible name, then create the command.
This command is what has to be typed at the prompt in order
for this task to match.

In the screenshot above, we have defined the verb as
[plant/bury]. This uses Advanced Command
Construction so that the command will match on either the
verb "plant" or "bury". We then define the noun using an
Object Reference. This will match against any object in the
game (so for example, the task will now match both "plant
bean" and "bury pot").
Because this is a general task, we want it to be repeatable, so
leave the Task is Repeatable checkbox selected.
Since the general case for a verb will be what is run on all
objects other than ones we want to do specific things with
(e.g. plant the pot, plant the hammer, plant the phone etc), the
response should be relatively dismissive. So here, we simply
say that planting the object isn't going to achieve much. We
have used an Item Function to return the full name of the
object the player referred to.
We have to put certain restrictions on this task. For example,
we wouldn't want to allow the player to plant an object they're
not carrying. So click on the Restrictions tab.

You can see that ADRIFT has automatically added three
restrictions. If you edit each restriction (double click on it, or
select it and click Edit), you will see the messages that will be
returned if the player types the command and it fails at that
point. ADRIFT tries to guess the response based on the
command you define. In our case, because we gave two
verbs, we need to do a little tidying up. So edit the first two
restrictions, and change "plant/bury" to just "plant".

In addition to the three restrictions already created, we want
to add a fourth because only want to be able to plant objects
we are currently holding. So click Add to add a new
restriction, then define it like so:

Lastly, we don't want to player to be able to attempt to plant
any object indoors, so add a final restriction like so:

If we were creating a larger adventure, we could create a
location group which contained all the indoor locations. We
could then change the above restriction to say that the player
must not be in group "indoor locations".
Click OK to add the restriction, then OK to add the task.
Now we need to create the special case of planting the bean.
To do this, either click Task from the main toolbar, or even
better, we can select the bean in the Objects list, right-click on
it, then select Add Specific Task > plant a magic bean from
the the menu.

This will default some of the options in the Task editor. Fill in
the rest of the details, like so:

We want this task to override the default plant objects task
we created above, as opposed to running before or after the
general task. We want this task to just run for the magic bean
object, and we do not want the task to be repeatable.
We don't need to add any restrictions to this task, because the
General task already takes care of that (i.e. it already checked
that we were holding the object in question, and that we were
in a location where we are allowed to plant objects).
We do need to create an action though, as once planted, we
need to object to disappear. To do this, click on the Actions
tab, and click Add.

Configure the action, as above, then click OK.
Click OK to add the task.
We can modify our In the Garden location to show that we
have buried something there, by adding an Alternative
Description. Double-click the location to open it, then rightclick in the Long description box. Select Add Alternative
Description.
Here, we can add a restriction that must be passed in order
for our additional description to appear. So click on the icon
at the top to create a new restriction, then add a restriction
that the plant a magic bean task must be complete.

Click OK to add the restriction, then add an additional
description (with append this to previous selected) to let us

know that something has changed:

You can rename the alternative description tab by rightclicking on it and selecting Rename Tab.

The beanstalk
Once the bean has been planted, we want to have a
beanstalk appear. We are going to have the beanstalk "grow"
over a few turns, once the bean has been planted. As an

additional exercise, you could make Jack have to water the
ground first.
First of all, we need to create a beanstalk object. Click on
Object from the main toolbar, and create a Static object.
Because the object only appears once we have planted the
bean, we can leave the initial location Hidden.

Click OK to add the beanstalk. We will come back to it later
to improve the description.
To have the beanstalk slowly grow, we need to create an
Event. Events are things that happen at set times in the

game, independently of what the player types at the prompt.
Click Event on the main toolbar. This brings up the Event
editor. Give the event a suitable name.
We want the event to start once the bean has been planted,
so set the event to start off Not Started, but click on Add
Control to start the event upon completion of the plant a
magic bean task.

We want the event to run for 8 turns, so set this in the How
long should this event last box.

Now for the interesting part. Click on the Sub Events tab.
We want to create several sub-events to show the beanstalk
growing.
Click Add Sub Event to add the first one. We don't want the
beanstalk to appear immediately, so perhaps after 3 turns it
should first appear. Because we need to actually move the
hidden beanstalk to the location, we need to run a task here.
So create the Sub Event like so:

Click on the icon to create a task to move the beanstalk.
This will bring up the Task editor. This time, we want to
create a System task, since the task is not one that we want
the user to have to type something to run. Give the task a
name (move beanstalk to garden), then click on the Actions
tab. Create an action like so:

Click OK to add the action, then OK to add the task. This will
update your Sub Event with the new task selected.
We also want a description to appear in the garden when the
beanstalk starts to grow. We could have added this to the
task above, but because we only want the description to
appear in the garden, we would have to have added it as an

alternative description based upon where the player currently
is. It is easier to just add this as an additional sub event. So
click Add Sub Event again, then create like so:

We want this sub event to start straight after the previous one
(so 0 turns from last sub event), and we only want it to appear
when the player is in the garden. To define this, you need to
click on the icon next to the dropdown to change it to a
location list instead of a group list.
Add further sub-events to show the beanstalk growing:

Finally, at the end of the event, we need to mark the beanstalk
as fully grown. There are several way to do this, but the
easiest is to just complete a task. So, as before, create a
sub-event that executes a task, and create a system task
labelled "Beanstalk ready to climb". This need have no
description, restrictions, nor actions as it is simply going to be
used as a flag.

We can now click OK to add our event.
We can enhance our Garden location so that the beanstalk
shows up once it exists. To do this, edit the Garden location,
and create a new alternative description. Because there is an
existing alternative description, you can simply click to the
right of the existing "Bean planted" tab, to create a new
alternative description.

Add a restriction that the move beanstalk to garden task
must be completed. If we select display this after default in
the other dropdown, when this restriction is passed it will
override the Bean planted description, and simply append to
the Default Description. This gives us a handy way to layer
up different descriptions based on different restrictions.
We can add a further description to show the beanstalk, ready
to climb:

Click OK to update the location.
We can also modify the beanstalk object in exactly the same
way:

This description can be left at the default append this to
previous setting.

Again, note that this description is set to display this after
default so that it overrides the description in the Beanstalk
growing tab.

Climbing the beanstalk
Ok, so we're nearly there! To win the game, we need to climb
the beanstalk. The standard library already comes with a
Climb Objects task, so we simply need to override this.
So right-click on the beanstalk object, and select Add
Specific Task > climb up a beanstalk.

One last thing - we don't want to be able to climb the
beanstalk before it has fully grown. So we want to add a
restriction on the climb beanstalk task, like so:

Click OK to add this restriction.

Winning the game
To win the game, we need to add an action to the climb
beanstalk task, to end the game in victory, like so:

Click OK to add this action, then OK to add the task.
As a final touch, we can go back to the Introduction & End
of Game editor, and add a final message. This will be
displayed after any End Game action.

Now all you need to do is save your game, and play it!
For further examples, please see the tutorials section.
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Creating Games
To create a game, you must start up ADRIFT Developer on
Windows.
TBC
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An Overview
Games are created in ADRIFT by making a series of
locations. Within these locations you can create objects and
characters. Objects can either be static (fixed in place) or
dynamic (can be moved about).
ADRIFT comes with a standard library, which defines the
world model (i.e. the basic rules by which everything must
abide, for example, only being able to take objects that are
visible to the player, being able to push and pull objects, and
interaction with characters). These rules are defined in
tasks, and can all be customised. You can also create your
own commands that ADRIFT understands by creating
general tasks, and you can override the normal behaviour of
a task by creating specific tasks (i.e making special things
happen in specific circumstances). You can define system
tasks which will only be called as a sub-routine or when
specially triggered.
You can make things happen independently from what the
player types on the command line by creating events.
Events can display text or call tasks to carry out certain
actions.
You can further customise your game by adding variables,
groups, properties, text overrides and hints.
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The Main Items
Items are the building blocks of an ADRIFT adventure.
There are ten types of items in ADRIFT. These are:
Locations - Places that can be visited by the player
Objects - Anything that can be examined by the player.
Some objects can be picked up, whilst others are fixed in
place.
Tasks - The power behind ADRIFT. Tasks do things.
Characters - Similar to objects, but characters can move
of their own accord, and can engage in conversation with
the player.
Events - Things that can happen at different times in the
game, independently from what the player types.
Variables - Temporary storage for numbers and text.
Groups (Classes) - Collections of locations, objects or
characters than can be treated the same way.
Properties - Any attribute of a location, object or
character.
Text Overrides - Tweaking the final text output.
Hints - In game help for the player.
Synonyms - Alter input text before it gets parsed.
User Functions - Create your own custom functions for
outputting or evaluating complex information.
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Locations
Locations are individual places or rooms that the player can
be in. When playing, you can navigate between the locations
using commands such as Go North, Move East, or just S
or W.
Locations can be added by clicking on the Location icon on
the Home tab of the ribbon, by double-clicking on the map, or
by right-clicking in an item list and selecting Add Location or
Add New > Location, depending on the list.

Description
Creating a new location brings up a dialog box as follows:

At a very basic level, locations need two things; a Short
description and a Long description.
Short descriptions are essentially a label for the location.
These will be displayed on the map, and at the bottom of the
screen when playing the game, to show which location you
are currently at.
If you have lots of rooms with the same Short
description, you can distinguish them in
Developer with tags, e.g. "Dark Forest <1>",
"Dark Forest <2>". These tags will not show up
in Runner.

Under most circumstances, the short description of a room
will stay the same throughout the game. However, there may
be times when you need this to change during play. To do
this, click on the down arrow to the right of the short
description. This will drop down a source text box, where you
can add alternative descriptions depending on different
circumstances.

The Long description is the text that will be displayed when
the player moves into a room, and when they 'look' in that
location. Again, you can add alternative descriptions so the
description of the location can change when certain things
happen during play.
The Hide Location on Map checkbox allows you to prevent
the location appearing on the map. This can be useful if the
location is being used as an introduction or help page, or if the
location is part of a maze and displaying on the map would
give the puzzle away or just look a mess.
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Directions
The Directions tab contains a list of each of the 12 possible
directions you can move in ADRIFT.

By default, each direction displays a dropdown with a list of
locations. Picking a location from this list will create one-way
link from the current location to the selected location. When
you click OK you will be asked if you want to make the link

reciprocal, i.e. you want it to be a 2-way link so that moving in
the opposite direction from the selected location will bring you
back to the current location. If you check the Remember this
setting checkbox and select Yes, the 2-way link will be
created every time you link 2 locations.
You can change "remembered" dialog box
selections at any time by going to Settings and
changing the selection for Copy reciprocal
links.
Rather than simply move from one location to another, you
may want the player to move to a random location when they
exit a particular location in a particular direction. To do this,
click on the little icon of a house to the left of the location
dropdown. This will change the list type from Locations to
Groups. Then, instead of selecting a location, you select a
location group. During play, the player will be moved to a
random location within this group. Simply click on the group
icon to toggle the list back to locations.
Once a location or group has been selected, the restrictions
dropdown will become enabled. There will be many
circumstances where you want to restrict the player from
moving in a direction. This might be, for example, a door is
closed, the player isn't carrying something, or a task hasn't
been completed. To create a restriction, click on the 'new'
icon to the right of the restrictions summary. This will bring up
the Restrictions form where you can specify whatever
restrictions you wish on the movement in that direction. By
default, this will add a single restriction. If you wish to add
more restrictions, or edit the restriction you just created, click
on the 'edit' icon to the right of the restrictions summary. This

will bring up the restrictions list form where you can modify
your restrictions.
Again, as with the location links themselves, if the link is 2
way (i.e. the location you are linking to also links back to the
location you are editing) you will be prompted whether you
wish to copy the restriction onto the other location. This is
useful if, for example, the restriction is a door. If the door was
closed you would not want to be able to move back without it
being open! Again, this setting can be remembered, and can
be changed in Settings.

Changing Direction Names
ADRIFT defaults the direction names to be normal cardinal
and off cardinal directions, plus in, out, up and down.
Obviously there are multiple ways of stating each direction
(e.g. North could be just N, or In could be Inside). If you are
writing in a different language, or perhaps your game is based
on a ship where you have Fore, Aft, Port and Starboard, you
can change the commands required for each direction by
clicking on the direction names that are highlighted with a link.
This brings up a dialog box like so:

Each possible word for that direction must be entered here,
separated by the slash "/" symbol. You can add any words

you want to this list, for example on a boat you might want
"North/N/For/Forward/Bow",
"East/E/Starboard/Right",
"South/S/Aft/Astern/Stern", and
"West/W/Port/Left".
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Location Properties
ADRIFT Developer must not be in Simple
Mode for this tab to be visible on the main
toolbar.
The Properties tab allows you to assign properties to the
location. For example, you may want to say a location is a
dark room (in which case you might need to have a light
source handy to be able to view the location), or you might
want to mark the location as being outside (in which case the
location might be affected by time of day).

.
Selecting a property will assign it to the current location.
Depending on the property type, this may just be a selection
only property, or you may need to assign a value to it.
To use the value of a property in an expression or a text box,
use a location function.
To add a new property, click the Add New Property button at
the bottom of the form. This will bring up the New Property
dialog box and default it to "Property of: Locations". Once the
property has been applied, it should appear in the list.
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Contents
The Contents tab shows all of the objects and characters that
start the game at this location. It's purpose is to make it easy
to see at a glance what objects have been created for a
location, plus it provides a convenient way to add or remove
items from a location.

Dynamic objects are shown with a treasure-chest icon,
whilst static objects are shown with a palm tree icon, and
characters as .
A button is provided at the bottom to add new static objects to
the location.
The Remove item(s) button does not delete items, it will
remove the currently selected character or object from this
location and place it in the "Hidden" location.
To move several existing objects into a location
quickly:
1. Open the location and switch to the
Contents tab.
2. Open the folder containing the objects.
3. To select more than one object, click on the
first one then hold down the control key
while you click on each of the other objects.
4. Position the cursor over one of the selected
objects then hold down the mouse button to
drag it onto the contents page of the
location. This will move all of the selected
objects to that location (changing their
"Location of the object" and "At location"
properties).
If the Location window disappears behind the main window
just drag the object down to the button for the location window
on the windows taskbar, wait until the window reappears, then
move the cursor onto the location window before releasing the
mouse button. (NB - you need to have Show all open

windows in taskbar enabled in Settings to be able to do
this.)
You can only drag objects from one folder at a time.
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Objects
Objects in ADRIFT are anything that can be seen, touched or
referred to, and that are not characters. They are normally
categorised as one of two types; Dynamic objects, that can
be picked up and moved about, and Static, which cannot.

Description
The Description tab allows you to set the name of the
object, give it an initial location, and give it a description.

Article is a mandatory field. For most common objects you
would normally insert an indefinite article here. This is
normally used when a noun is being referred to for the very
first time, and is usually "a" or "an", but can sometimes be
"some", "your", "Aunt Mary's" etc. in English. ADRIFT will
automatically accept the definite article ("the") when
matching object names, and will replace the indefinite article
with the definite article in prose when using the
%TheObject[key]% or key.Name functions. For unique
objects like "the sword Excalibur" or even "the front
door" you would insert "the" here. If this object represents
several objects, a powder or liquid, you can use the word

"some", e.g. "some brass tacks" or "some washing
powder". If you have several similar objects that are each
owned by a particular character, you could use the
characters name as the article, e.g. "Belinda's mobile
phone".
If you use the article "some", ADRIFT
automatically assumes that the object is plural.
This means you can refer to it in the game as
"them". For example, if the object was called
[some] [pebbles], you could type:
> examine pebbles
> get them
Prefix/Adjective is an optional field, but is used to
distinguish objects with the same name, or to qualify the
noun, giving more information about the object signified.
Multiple adjectives can be added, separated by a space.
However, all adjectives will be listed when the object is listed
during play. So for example, you might set this to "large
green", "wooden", "fragile old" etc.
Name/Noun(s) is a mandatory field. It is the main name of
the object, and can typically be referred to uniquely during
play to identify the object. Multiple object nouns can be
provided by typing the name and pressing <Enter>. This will
add a new entry to the drop down list. To edit an existing
entry from the drop down, simply select it and make any
changes. Similarly, to remove the entry, select it, then clear
the value. Only the first noun in the list will be used when

listing objects during play. However, all other nouns can be
used to identify the object.
Object Type must be either Static or Dynamic. A static
object is something that normally remains at one location,
such as roads, fences, and furniture, but also objects which
are firmly attached to something else, such as the knob on a
door or a somebody's arm. A dynamic object is anything that
can be picked up and carried around from place to place.
Initial Location is used to specify where this object will be
located at the start of the game. The first drop-down list has
6 options, and selecting one of these will change the type of
item that can be selected from the second list.
Any object can be:
Hidden - The object is nowhere, it cannot not be found by
the player until it is moved to somewhere else.
In Location/Single Location - This object will be found at
the location selected on the second list.
Additionally, Static objects can be:
Location Group - Used for large static objects that span
many locations, or doors which connect two locations.
Everywhere - The player can refer to this (static) object
wherever they are. For example, you might want to create
a "ground" or "sky" object.
Part of Object - Something that cannot be detached from
its parent object, such as the knob on a door or a button
on a keypad.
Part of Character - A part of a character's body - ears,
eyes, nose, face, arms, legs etc.

Additionally, Dynamic objects can be:
Held by Character - The object is in the characters
"Inventory".
Worn by Character - An item of clothing or jewellery.
Inside Object - Select an object with the "Object is a
Container" property, to put this inside of.
On Object - Select an object with the "Object is a
Supporter" property, to put this on top of.
Description is what will be displayed during play when the
player examines the object. Being a standard text box then
alternative descriptions can be displayed depending on
different circumstances. If the object has the "Readable"
property, but you do not specify a "Description when read",
then this description is also used when the player reads this
object. It is also possible to play sound or display an image
when the description is displayed.
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Object Properties
Properties allow you to customise everything about the
object, specifying the things that can be done to it, and any
other attributes.

Selecting a property will assign it to the current object.
Depending on the property type, this may just be a selection
only property, or you may need to assign it a value.
Some properties may become available depending on the
value set on other properties. For example, if Object can be
opened and closed is selected (i.e. it has some sort or door

or lid) then the Open status and Object can be locked
property will become visible.
If the tick-box and name of a property (for example, Open
status) are shown greyed-out, this indicates the property is
mandatory. This may well be because of other selections on
the object. For example, if an object can be opened and
closed, it has to have a property saying whether it is either
open or closed.
When a state list property has two options it is displayed as
radio buttons. When there are more than two options it will
be displayed as a drop-down list.
To add a new property, click the Add New Property button at
the bottom of the form. This will bring up the New Property
dialog box and default it to type Object. Once the property
has been applied, it will appear on the property page of all
objects, locations or characters.
To use the value of a property in an expression or text box,
use an object function.
The Standard Library comes with the following object
properties:

Static object properties
Specifically list object in location description - You
normally describe static objects as part of the location
description, however if you select this property then
ADRIFT will add the message "There is <object
name> here".

Selecting this also makes the "When the object is
listed in location, display this property available, a
text box that lets you override the default description.
Because this is a text box, you can alter this
description based upon the location of the object.

Dynamic object properties
Object is Wearable - Clothing that a character can put on
or take off.
Specifically exclude object from location descriptions
- Prevents the standard "There is <object name>
here" message.
If this is not selected, then the When object is listed
in location, display this property becomes available
and you can override the default message above.
Object is drinkable - The player can use the command
"Drink <object>" with this object.
Object is edible - The player can use the command "Eat
<object>" with this object.
Object weight - Choose a weight for this object, from a
drop-down list. You can place a limit on how much weight
the player can carry using a character property.
Object size - Choose a size for this object. You can place
a limit on the total volume of objects the player can carry,
or how much will fit inside of a given container.

Common object properties
Object is a supporter - A "supporter" is an object that can
have other objects put on top of it. So typically this would
be tables, desks, trays etc. When this property is selected
the following become available:
Characters can lie on this object

...and the surface can hold - This allows you to limit
the amount of things (by object size) you can put on
the object.
Characters can sit on this object
Characters can stand on this object
Object can be opened and closed - For example, a door
or a box with a lid. When this property is selected the
following become available:
Open Status - Must be Open, Closed, or Locked (if
the property below is checked)
Object can be locked. When this property is
selected the following becomes available:
Key for lock - This allows you to select a
dynamic object to be used as the key for this lock
Object is readable - For example, a book or a sign that
should respond to the "Read <object>" command.
When this property is selected the following becomes
available:
... and description when read - this allows you to set
a custom description when reading the object. If this
is left blank, the object description will be used
instead.
Object is a container - Anything that can have an object
or character inside of it. When this property is selected the
following become available:
... and the container can hold - This allows you to
limit the amount of things (by object size) you can put
inside the object.
Characters can go inside this object
Object can be turned off and on - Any object with a
switch of some sort, for example, an electrical appliance or
the lights in a room.
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Tasks Overview
Everything that happens within an ADRIFT adventure is the
result of a task. Tasks do things. All tasks have a set of
restrictions (conditions that must be met in order for the task
to run) and a set of actions (things that will be carried out if
the task runs).
There are three types of task in ADRIFT 5. The main
differences between the types of task are how they are
called. The task types are General, Specific and System.
Whenever you type something at the cursor in Runner, that
command is "parsed". The way ADRIFT does this is by
pattern matching the command against a set of known
phrases. The way you define this command is to use a
General task. In other words, General tasks allow you to
create new verbs that ADRIFT understands.
Specific tasks allow you to run special cases for General
tasks, for example, if you wanted something different to
happen when you used a particular object in a task.
System tasks are simply ones that are not triggered directly
by what the user types on the command line.
All three tasks types share most of their functionality (see
Common traits). The different task types simply alter how
and when the task is triggered.
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General Tasks
General tasks are "New Command" tasks.
They allow you to create new verbs in ADRIFT.
To create a new General task, click on the Task button at the
top of the screen, or right-click in a folder and select Add New
> Task. This brings up the New Task form. This should bring
up a screen like so:

The Task Name is used purely within Developer, to help you
organise your tasks. So give it something that will help you
identify the task.
General Tasks require that you specify at least one command
that the player must type in order to run this task. A really
simple case might just be something like:

dig
Then, whenever anyone types the command "dig" into
Runner, this task will match. If a task matches the command,
its restrictions will be checked, and if all restrictions are met,
the task will run. So General Tasks essentially enable you to
create new verbs that the parser understands.
More often than not, you might want to refer to an object or
character in your task. So you might want to create a
command such as:

drop the vase
There are several problems with this. The first, is that the
player might type something slightly differently in the game,
but mean the same thing. This is commonly known as "guess
the verb". For example, the player might be holding the vase,
and type "put the vase down". Obviously this wouldn't
match the command you specified. To get around this there
are three things you can do. Firstly, you can enter multiple
commands. So, you could set the task up with the
commands:

drop the vase
put down the vase
put the vase down
So now, we instantly have three ways we can match this
command. In this example, having three commands isn't too
bad, but consider a slightly more complicated example of
putting something inside something else. You could have:

put the flower in the vase
drop the flower in the vase
put the flower inside vase
drop the flower inside the vase
put flower into the vase
Etc etc. As you can see, the number of possibilities can
rapidly increase the more complex the statement becomes.
To get around this problem, ADRIFT understands "advanced
command construction". This allows you to create multiple
ways to define the command on a single line.

Advanced Command Construction
Advanced Command Construction, commonly abbreviated to
ACC, allows you to define words within the command as
being mandatory or optional, and to also give a choice
between different words. You can create a choice between
words by separating them with a forward slash "/". Words
inside square brackets are mandatory, and words inside curly
brackets are optional.
So going back to our earlier example, you could reduce this
from three commands to two:

[drop/put down] {the} vase
put {the} vase down
ADRIFT now understands a total of six different ways of
saying the same thing.
Similarly, the second example could be reduced from dozens
of (36 in fact) individual command to the following:

[put/drop] {a/the} flower
in{to/side} {the} vase

Wildcards
A third way of matching commands in ADRIFT is to make use
of wildcards. This allows you to match anything a user types
against part of your command. For example, you could create
a command:

drop * in*
(note the lack of space between in and *)
This would now match anything such as "drop the ball
in the box", or "drop match into the large can
of petrol".
A word of warning though; wildcards really are just that. They
could end up matching on things that you really haven't
considered when designing the game. For example, it would
also match on "drop everything except the match
into the petrol". This may end up being the exact
opposite of what you intended. Therefore, it is recommended
you use wildcards only when absolutely necessary.

References
In the examples above, we refer to an object "the vase". This
object may have been defined as

[a] [large fragile] [vase]
Because of the articles "large" and "fragile", which may or
may not be used when referring to the vase, we need each
command to understand both the articles being there and also
not being there. The object could also have been set up with
alternative nouns (a cup could be a mug, a lamp a light, a box
a carton etc), and we would have to cater for all of these.
To make things easier, ADRIFT has the concept of
References. There are several types of references. These
are Objects, Characters, Directions, Number and Text.
References are essentially place-holders within the task
command that can match on any object, character etc.
References are simply entered as a keyword between two
percent symbols. So to recreate the earlier example, we
would have:

[drop/put down] %object%
put %object% down
This greatly simplifies how you define the task commands, as
you do not have to consider all the ways of writing
object/character names. Also, if you later change the object
name, you don't have to go back and change all your tasks.
Simply put, General Tasks should never refer to
object/character names unless absolutely necessary.
You can also have multiple references within the same
command, for example:

put %object1% in{side/to}
%object2%
If you have multiple commands within the same task, each
command must contain the same references. So in the first
references example, both commands contain %object%. You
couldn't create another command that missed the reference
out.
Also, each reference must be unique within a command. So
for example, if you wish to refer to more than one object, you
must use %object1% and %object2%, rather than
%object% and %object%.
A full list of references that ADRIFT understands is as follows:

%object1%, %object2%, %object3%,
%object4%, %object5%, %objects%,
%character1%, %character2%,
%character3%, %character4%,
%character5%, %characters%,
%direction%, %number%, %text%,
%location% and %item%.
You can also use %object% and %character% as
shorthand for %object1% and %character1%.
You will notice the references %objects% and
%characters% above. These references are even more
powerful than the other references, because they can match
on multiple objects. So you could refer to, for example, "the
red ball and the green ball", "everything
except the pink ball" or "all small balls".
%item% is a special case. This will match against any item
reference (i.e. %object%, %character% or %location%).
This allows you to create tasks that match on multiple types.
For example, the examine task can be defined as "examine
%item%". This task will then run when examining an object,
character or location.
As soon as you create a reference in your task, all the
Restriction and Action dropdowns have extra options in them
to allow you to test and manipulate whatever object or
character the player refers to. So in our "drop" command
above we can add a restriction that the referenced object
must be held by the player. If so, our task will match and we

run its actions, which we could define as moving the
referenced object to the same location as the player.

Scope
Scope refers to where ADRIFT will look when you refer to an
item. ADRIFT 5 has three levels of scope. These are
Applicable, Visible, and Seen. Visible and Seen should be
pretty obvious. Applicable means it must match any task
restrictions on the task creating the reference.
When you create a task that references an object or
character, ADRIFT will check the scope to see which one you
are referring to. So, say you create a task

eat %object%
You may add a restriction that the referenced object must
have a property 'edible'.
So, say you create two objects, "a chocolate button"
and "a large red button", and give the former the
property "edible". If you then type "eat button", ADRIFT
will first check to find all objects that match the applicable
scope. There are two buttons, but only one of them is in
applicable scope (because the Eat Object task has a
restriction that objects must have the "edible" property), and
so ADRIFT will automatically assume you mean the chocolate
button. If the chocolate button didn't have the edible property,
neither buttons will match applicable scope, and so ADRIFT
will look to see which ones are visible. If only one is visible,
ADRIFT will assume that's the button you are referring to. If
neither are visible, ADRIFT will check to see which ones you
have seen before. So if you have come across the red button
in the game but not the chocolate button ADRIFT will assume
you are referring to the red button. If, after all three levels of
scope have been checked and there are still multiple
possibilities, ADRIFT will prompt for disambiguation.
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Specific Tasks
Specific tasks are "Override Command" tasks.
They allow you to override the default
behaviour of existing tasks in ADRIFT.
So say you want to create a task "drop the vase", and instead
of the default action of moving the vase from being held by
the player to being in the same location as the player, you
wanted something specific to happen such as the vase
breaking. The general ‘drop’ command we defined above will
run the same on any object we refer to in the game unless
restrictions are put on the task. A simple way of creating this
special case is to create a Specific Task.
Specific Tasks allow you to override the default
behaviour of any General Task. You should find that most
tasks you create using ADRIFT are Specific Tasks. That's
because most things that happen throughout the game are
special cases of default responses.
In the following screenshot we can see an example of
overriding the drop command.

To override a General command, select it from the dropdown
list. This will change the displayed command on the line
underneath the dropdown. This is a 'sample' command that
could be typed. In fact, as we have discussed earlier, the drop
task has been defined with several different ways of saying
the same thing.
Try to ensure that every General and Specific
task has a unique Task Name, otherwise the
drop-down list may show identical entries for

distinct tasks and you will have difficulty
working out which one is which.
Any references defined in the General Task are displayed in
the command bar with a hyperlink. By clicking on the
hyperlink, you can pick the specific object you want to create
the special case for. In the case above, I didn't want the tape
to just move back to the room, and instead it burns up and
disappears. In the actions for this task I move the tape to
'Hidden'.
Because Specific tasks only override General tasks that run,
you don't need to repeat the restrictions of the General task.
I.e. because the General drop task already checks that the
player is holding the object to begin with, you don't need to
add that check to the specific task. You would add additional
restrictions if you only wanted the Specific task to run under
special circumstances.
You can also make a specific task which is specific to a
particular room or circumstances, but which is not specific to a
particular object. Just leave the command bar hyperlink set to
object, character or direction instead of changing it to a
specific object, then use the Restrictions of the specific task to
determine when it should override the general task.

Overriding
There are three different ways that a Specific task can
override a General task. These are
Run before – This means the Specific task will run before
the general task (but after its restrictions are checked). If

you select this option you can select whether the
parent/general task message is displayed, and also
whether the parent/general actions are run.
Override – This means the Specific task completely
overrides the General task. Neither the General message
will be displayed, nor the actions carried out, although its
restrictions must still pass.
Run after – This means the Specific task will run after the
General task completes. The General message will be
output and actions run, then the Specific actions will be run
and message output (if either are defined).
In the example above, the specific case for dropping the tape
runs after General drop command. So when the player types
"drop tape", the default message for dropping the tape will
be displayed, e.g. "You drop the tape." and the tape will
move from the player's hands to the room the player is in.
Then the above message will be output and the tape will
disappear.
Note that the restrictions on the general task must all pass
before any of the specific tasks can override it.
If a General task in the standard library contains a restriction
that prevents your specific task from running when it should,
then you will need to create a new general task that overrides
it.
The commands for this task must be identical to the original.
You can make an exact copy of it by right clicking and
selecting "copy", then right click on the folder you want it in

and select "paste". Open the new task and rename it to
something appropriate, then go to the advanced tab and
ensure it has a higher priority (lower number) than the
original. Remove the unwanted restriction and add new
restrictions so that this task only overrides the original when it
should.

Best Practice
So do you really need to create a General Task plus a
Specific Task every time you want to do something new with a
specific object? Well, yes. The reason for doing this is so if a
verb is understood in one part of the adventure, it will be
understood throughout.
Consider a trampoline. You might think to add a general task
"jump on {the} trampoline". Then when the player
types "jump on trampoline" your task runs. But what if
they came across a box in the game. They might try "jump
on box". And because the jump verb worked earlier, they
would expect it to work here. But because you only created
the general verb for the trampoline, Runner would respond
with a "do not understand" message.
So the verb should be set up with a general task "jump on
%object%". You can then create a Specfic task for the
trampoline. The General task (if not overridden by a specific
task) could then give a default response for jumping on
objects you don't want jumped on, for example "Jumping on
%object%.Name isn't a very good idea."

Parent/Child buttons

To the right hand side of the task name are two buttons.
These are the Parent and Child buttons. Every Specific task
is the child of either a General task, or another Specific task.
Clicking on the first button (Edit Parent task) will open up the
task the current task is overriding.
Clicking on the second button (Edit Child task) will display a
list of all tasks that override the current General (or Specific)
task. Selecting one of these will open up the child task.
If the buttons are greyed out, this means the task does not
override or is not overridden by another task.
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System Tasks
System Tasks are just the same as any other tasks except
they are not triggered directly by what the player types at the
command line. In most cases, they are just called by other
task actions, or by events. However, there are other ways of
triggering them also. The options for triggering a System task
are:

Only if called by event/task - This task will never run
unless explicitly called.
Immediately - This task will run at the start of the game.
Player enters location - This task will run when the player
enters a particular location.
The first option here is the default. Basically this means that
the task is never triggered automatically. If you select one of
the other options, you can still call the task from an event or
other task.

The second option is useful for initialising things at the start of
the game. For example, you may want to set variables to
random values, place characters randomly within a location
group, or ask the player to enter their name, gender and age.
The third option is useful, because it triggers whenever the
player enters a particular location. You could override the
'Player Movement' task, but if the location had several
entrances then you would need to override each entrance.
This task ignores which entrance you came in, and will trigger
as soon as you arrive at the specified location.
System tasks don't use references. If you want to call a task
and pass references to it as parameters, then create a
general task but use "#" as the first character of the
command. Then just list the references it needs to use for its
restrictions or actions.
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Common Traits
The three different task types all trigger in different ways, but
once they run, they all follow the same basic process.

Message to display on completion
In the bottom half of the Description tab is a text box that
contains the message that will be displayed if this task runs.
As well as displaying text (which can include functions or
embedded expressions) a text box can also control the
display of images and the playing of sounds at the same time
as the text is output.
A text box can also use alternative descriptions to change the
text that is output depending on different circumstances.

Task is Repeatable
At the bottom left corner of the task window is a checkbox
labelled Task is Repeatable.
Most of the time you would want this checkbox ticked,
particularly when creating a General task. You would not tick
it if you have a task that is part of the story that must only
execute its actions once. If this box is not ticked then after
this task has executed the first time, it will no longer take part

in the matching of any future command. It will be as if this
task no longer exists.
Note that you do not need to do this to prevent the player's
score being incremented more than once by the same task,
as ADRIFT contains special logic that prevents a particular
task from changing the %score% variable more than once.
I.e. if you have a task "increase score" that increases score
by 10, you can run it as many times as you like, but your
score will only increase the first time.

Restrictions
TBC

Actions
TBC

Hints
Hints are not yet functional in ADRIFT 5.

Advanced
On the Advanced tab are a series of settings that allow you
to tweak how the task behaves and how it interacts with other
tasks that also match the player input.
ADRIFT Developer must not be in Simple
Mode for this tab to be visible on the main
toolbar.

The Task Priority determines which task ADRIFT should
execute if more than one matches the player's input. The one
with the lowest number in this field has the highest priority and
will be executed first. The tasks in the Standard Library
always have very large priority numbers, while tasks that you
create will initially be numbered in order of creation starting at
1. This means that any task you create will execute before
any Standard Library task by default. You only need to alter
this value if you have two tasks that are both able to match
the same player input and pass their restrictions at the same

time, and you wish to change the order in which they are
executed.
The Auto-fill Priority is only available on General Tasks and
is responsible for the auto-completion feature whereby the
player only has to type part of a command or object name and
the rest of the word will be filled in automatically. Normally a
player will expect common commands such as "north" or
"examine" to be chosen by this feature, but if you create a
new command such as "nobble" or "execute" then you may
need to change the value in this field to stop them being
selected.
Setting the auto-fill priority to zero will prevent
the task's commands from ever being displayed
by the auto-fill. This is particularly useful if your
command is a password, or some other secret
puzzle.
If Prevent this task from being inherited is selected on a
General task then it will not be possible to override it with a
specific task. You are unlikely to need to select this. One
example where it is used is in the Take Objects (Parent Task)
library task, because we want to override the Take Objects
from Object or the Take Objects from Location tasks
individually.
If you edit a library task, the On load, if another task exists
with the same key, this should replace it checkbox
becomes available. If you have multiple libraries, and those
libraries contain the same key (for example, both libraries
have a task with the key Inventory), the second library will
import and the key will be renamed (e.g. to Inventory1). What

this checkbox does is allows you to specify that the task
should override any existing tasks with the same key. This is
useful if you want to customise an existing library task.
The default behaviour is for tasks that pass restrictions to
override higher priority tasks that do not, even when the failing
higher priority task has output. To change this behaviour, you
need to check the This task can be overridden by other
task restriction failures (apart from other tasks with this
checked) checkbox on the lower priority task.
Whenever ADRIFT finds a task that matches user input and
passes it's restrictions, it will run that task. If that task has
output text, that text will be displayed and no more tasks will
be checked. In some instances, you might want to continue
to match lower priority tasks after the initial task has run. To
do this, you would select the Continue executing matching
lower priority tasks (multiple matching) checkbox.
The drop-down list Display completion message
before/after executing actions controls the sequence in
which the task executes.
Before: The contents of the task's text box is displayed
first, then the actions in the Actions tab are executed.
After: The actions are executed first and, then the text is
displayed.
This is only important if:
An action alters a variable which is then displayed as part
of the text output.
An action alters something which is used to determine if a
restriction passes on an alternative description in the text

box.
The default is to display messages after executing actions, as
more often than not you would want to display things as a
result of an action (e.g. displaying a location description after
moving an object to the room)
Finally, the If task fails and input references 'all', display
this instead of restriction comments text box at the bottom
allows a special message to be displayed, instead of the
usual restriction failure message, if the player entered "all"
instead of a specific object in the command. This is useful in
tasks such as "take all", where you can output a message
such as "There is nothing worth taking here"
instead of "You can't take the walls, floor,
table, chairs, bed and the sky."
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Tasks Example
In Jacaranda Jim, I needed to create a "chop" verb. So, as
with any new verb, this needs to be set up as a General Task.
The task is defined with a very simple command:

The default response for chopping an object with another
object is simply an error, saying you can’t chop the first object
with the second one. Because, for example, if the player tries
to chop a door with a torch, I need to tell them that's not a
good idea, but they still need to know that chop is a valid
action. For an explanation of the functions used in this
response, see the Functions section.
I added a few restrictions to the task as follows:

Most General tasks will have restrictions that any objects
referred to must exist, that they have been seen by the player
(because if they haven't, they may as well not exist as far as
the player is concerned), and that the object doing the
chopping (Referenced Object 2) must be held. I also need to
ensure that the object the player is trying to chop is visible,
otherwise I give an error saying "You can't see
that."
There are no actions for the default 'chop' command, because
it is generic and I don't want anything to happen when the
user tries it on an incorrect object.
Now, if the player tries to chop something with an axe, I don't
want a generic "You can't do that" sort of response.
So I can create a Specific task for the axe by selecting the
axe from the second object hyperlink, like so:

I can then give a sensible response to this action when the
player tries chopping random objects with the axe. This task
is a sort of cross between a General task and a Specific one,
because one reference has been left general, and one has
been specified.
Clearly, many objects could be changed drastically with an
action such as this, so the real purpose of this task is to
prevent us having to create a response for every single object
the player tries to chop. There are no restrictions (because it

obviously passed all the General task restrictions) and no
actions (because it is again a generic response) on this task.
There will be certain objects that when chopped, you want to
give a specific response to, or do actions. In my case, I want
something specific to happen when the player tries to chop
through a door. So I create a new Specific task which
overrides the General/Specific task defined above, like so:

In the actions for this task, I increase the score. I also have a
restriction on the movement from one of the rooms that

depends on this task being completed.
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Characters
Characters are any people, animals, monsters or other "alive"
creatures in your game that can move about in the game, and
possibly talk to the player.

Description
When you create a new character, or edit an existing one, you
will see this window:

The Proper Name is the actual name of the character. This
name is displayed to the player when the character is in the
same location, and is entered by the player when they want to
refer to the character.
The Article field expects an indefinite article here. This is
normally used when a noun is being referred to for the very
first time, and is usually "a" or "an", but can sometimes be
"some", "your", "Aunt Mary's" etc. in English. ADRIFT will
automatically accept the definite article ("the") when matching
character descriptors, and will replace the indefinite article
with the definite article in prose when using the
%CharacterName[key]% or key.Name functions. For

unique characters like "the butler" or "the King" you would
insert "the" here.
Prefix/Adjective is an optional field, but is used to distinguish
characters with the same name, or to qualify the noun, giving
more information about the character signified. Multiple
adjectives can be added, separated by a space. However, all
adjectives will be listed when the character is listed during
play. So for example, you might set this to "attractive", "tall",
"smelly old" etc. If the character is described as "a tall thin
Chinese man" then the player can enter any combination of
adjectives, such as "tall Chinese man", "thin man", "tall thin
man" etc.
Descriptor/Noun is the main descriptor of the character, and
can typically be referred to uniquely during play to identify the
object. Multiple character nouns can be provided by typing
the name and pressing <Enter>. This will add a new entry to
the drop down list. To edit an existing entry from the drop
down, simply select it and make any changes. Similarly, to
remove the entry, select it, then clear the value. Only the first
noun in the list will be used when listing characters during
play. However, all other nouns can be used to identify the
character.
Either Proper Name or Descriptor/Noun must be supplied
for a character, but neither are mandatory in themselves.
The Description text box is what is displayed when the player
examines the character.
For more information on how to use character
names, see Character Name substitution

If your game contains the Is this character known to the
Player property (i.e. you haven't deleted it) then the Proper
Name is only used if this character has the known property
checked. If not, then the Article, Prefix/Adjective and
Descriptor/Noun are used to describe what the character
looks like, and can be entered by the player to refer to the
character. This is so that when you first come across a
character, they will be described as "a tall man", "a plump old
lady" etc, rather than "Albert", "Mildred" etc. You can change
whether the character is known during play (after having been
introduced to them) by creating an action in a task such as the
one below:

Properties
This is the default Properties page of a character:

Here you can select various properties of this character.
Location of the character.
Hidden - A hidden character is not at any location and
cannot be found by the player.
At Location - When this is selected the "At which
location" property becomes available and you can
select which location you want the character to start at.
On object - The character can be sitting on a chair or
laying on a bed. Only objects with the "supporter"
property can be selected.

In object - You can select from objects that have the
"Object is a container" and "characters can go inside
this object" properties.
On character - This character is on another character,
i.e. a parrot on a pirates shoulder, someone sitting on
a horse, or just someone getting a piggyback ride.
Gender - Select Male, Female or Unknown.
Character Position - Usually standing, but characters can
be sitting or lying on something.
Is this character known to the Player - Select this if you
want this character referred to (and respond to) by their
Proper Name at the start of the game.
What to show when character is at the location Normally ADRIFT just says "<character name> is
here". If you want a more detailed description then put it
in this text box.
Show character entering/exiting location - If the
character has a walk set and enters or leaves the players
location then this will tell the player. When this property is
selected the following become available:
Description when exits the location - ADRIFT uses
the text here to fill in the gap in the following: "
<character> ____ to the North". For
example, you might put "run" here.
Description when enters the location - ADRIFT
uses the text here to fill in the gap in the following: "
<character> ___ from the East".
Maximum size of held items - Puts a limit on the size of
objects the character can carry (normally only used for the
player character).
Maximum weight of held items - How much weight this
character can carry.

To use the value of a property in an expression or a text box,
use a character function.
If you create new character properties then they will be added
to this page for all characters.
To create a new character property, click the Add New
Property button. This will bring up the New Property dialog
box and default it to "Property of: Characters".
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Character Movement
The Movement tab allows you to create one or more routes
that this character will follow, and actions they will perform at
certain times.
Each of these independent routes and its associated actions
is called a "Walk".
The Movement tab looks like so:

A character can have several walks, but will follow one walk at
a time.
Clicking the Add Walk button will open the New Walk dialog
which allows you to specify when the character will start a
particular walk, the path they will follow, and activities they will
perform along the way. A walk consists of a series of
locations, with each location stating how long the character
should remain there. This allows characters to walk along
pre-defined paths. You can also have a character roam
randomly within a set of locations. You can have characters
carry out actions when they come across other characters or
objects (such as picking up objects they might find).

This dialog box has three tabbed pages: Control, Steps and
Activities.
On the Control page you can give the walk a Description.
This is purely used within Developer to allow you to identify
the particular walk. You should name this something that
uniquely identifies what the walk is for.
A walk can either start off Inactive (in which case it must be
started at some point later in the game) or Active. If the walk
starts off active, the character will immediately move to the
first location in the walk, staying there for the specified delay,
then move on to the next location in the walk.

Walk Control allows you to control when walks should occur
by starting and stopping them at particular times.
Each time the Add Control button is pressed it adds one
Walk Control. In the following image we have added two of
them.

A walk control can Start, Suspend, Resume or Stop the
character from following this walk. The difference between
Suspend and Stop is that any stopped walk will start again
from the beginning, whereas if the walk has been suspended,
it can be resumed from it's current position.

Each Control is triggered by the completion or
uncompletion (an action unsetting) of a specific task.
The

button can be used to create a new task.

The Repeat walk on completion checkbox at the bottom left
can be ticked to have the walk repeated continuously,
otherwise it will run once and then stop.
ADRIFT will not allow a walk to loop if the
entire walk length is 0. This is because it would
create an infinite loop.
On the Steps tab you can create the individual stages of the
walk:

A step consists of a destination and a length of time to stop at
that destination before moving on to the next step.
Press the Add Step button to create a new step and open the
Step of walk dialog box:

Note that the house icon is a button that selects between 3
types of destination:
- You can select a particular location (or "Hidden") for the
character to move to.
- Select a Character. This character will move to the same
location as the selected character. You could use this to have
a henchman follow the player character wherever they go.
- Select a Location Group. This character will move to an
adjacent location within the group, or if there isn't one
available, to a random location within that group.
You must also specify how long the character should stay at
that location before moving on to the next step of the walk.
For a fast moving character, this might just be 1. (You can
actually set this to 0 - just note that the character will then
move twice within the same turn. You could use this to have a
character run. If then ran through the location the player is at,
you would see them enter and exit the room within the same
turn.)
By pressing the "1:1" button you can toggle between entering
a single number
and being able to enter a
minimum and maximum period
to stay at that
location. The character will randomly choose a number
between the two values to determine how long to stay.
The Activities tab looks like so:

Pressing the Add Activity button adds an activity panel,
similar to the ones shown above, to this page.
These operate in a similar way to Events.

You can specify a certain number of turns from the Start of the
walk, from the last sub-walk, or before the end of the walk, to
wait before starting this activity.
Using the "1:1" button you can specify a minimum and
maximum number of turns to wait.
Alternatively, you can select character comes across and
specify another character or an object that will trigger this
activity if this character moves into the location that contains
them.
If the next drop-down list has Display message selected,
then triggering this activity will cause the contents of the
following text-box to be shown.
At the bottom of the activity pane you can also specify a
restriction that the text box will only be displayed if the player
is at a specific location.
The text box can use alternative descriptions to modify the
output, depending on other restrictions.
If you also need an activity to perform Actions, then change
Display message to Execute task and select a task from the
drop-down list (or create a new one with the button).
An activity can also unset a task (so a non-repeatable task
can be executed again).
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Conversation
There are various ways the player can converse with
characters. The most simple way is to use an "ask/tell
<character> about <subject>" method. However, you
can also "say <something> to <character>". ADRIFT
also allows you to keep track of a conversation, so saying
things later on in the conversation will give a different
response to the same thing earlier in the conversation.
The Conversation tab initially looks like this:

When you press the Add Topic button, the New
Conversation Topic dialog opens:

The Summary field is just a description to remind you what
this conversation is about.
The Type of topic checkboxes determine what commands
this conversation responds to. Some checkboxes are not
compatible with others (for example, if you select the
Introduction checkbox you can only optionally select the
General Command checkbox). Any incompatible
checkboxes will be greyed out.
If you create an Ask topic, keywords can be specified, and
are triggered on ask character about subject tasks.

Keywords are listed using commas to separate them. Note
that a keyword can actually be a short phrase rather than a
single word.
If the player's command matches more than
one topic, the one with the highest percentage
of matches will be the one chosen. For
example, if the player types ask Hamish
about the green cheese, and you have
one topic with keywords "green, boat" and
another with "cheese", the second topic will be
picked as it will match 100% of the keywords,
whereas the former will only match 50%.
Tell works the same as Ask, obviously with a tell character
about subject task.
General Command allows you to set a statement of what can
be said, using Advanced Command Construction or
Wildcards, much like task command matching. These are
triggered with a say <whatever> to character task.
The player is either in conversation with a character, or is not.
General Commands can be flagged as Introductions or
Farewells. These then become explicit
introductions/farewells. That means the command will either
enter you into conversation with a character, or leave the
conversation with that character. So for example, you could
create a general command "[hello/hi]". So if you then
typed the command "say hello to campbell" it would
enter the player into conversation with Campbell.

Introductions/Farewells can also be set without a general
command. These then become implicit
introductions/farewells. If the player starts talking to a
character without using an explicit intro, the implicit intro (if it
exists) will kick in automatically before the particular
command.
So for example, if the player isn't currently in conversation
with Campbell and just types "ask campbell about
adrift", and you have an implicit introduction defined, you
might get the following:

Campbell looks up from his
computer as you start to speak. <implicit intro

"Hey Campbell, how're you getting
on with ADRIFT?", you ask.
Campbell smiles. "I'm getting
there. Thanks for asking."
If, for example, you don't type an explicit farewell, such as
"bye", and the conversation is ended (for example, you start
conversation with another character, or you leave the room),
any implicit farewells will be triggered. So for example, in the
case about you might have:

Campbell turns back to his
computer and resumes coding
furiously. <- implicit farewell
You move south.
Nodes are just each entry within the conversation tree. You
might want to stay at a particular node within the tree until a
specific choice is made, hence the checkbox.
You can use restrictions on the conversation nodes to prevent
them from being asked a second time. Or if it's simply a
matter of changing the displayed output, you can use the
alternative descriptions within that node.

Conversation Trees
Conversation trees in ADRIFT work by keeping track of where
the conversation currently is in the tree.
At each point in the tree, the player must match one child
node of where the conversation currently is in the tree,
else they fall back to the start.
If they match a topic, the conversation moves down to that
node's children.
If a node has no children, the conversation also falls back
to the start.
If a node has the Stay in this conversation node
checkbox selected, the conversation will stay at that point
in the tree if the player types something that doesn't match
anything else in the conversation and therefore not fall
back to the start. (Obviously, this option is only available
for child nodes in the tree). You might want to use this if

the player was asking a question, and to still be able to
respond to the correct (Yes or No) answer after an off-topic
command is given.

In this example from the Conversation sample, if the player
asks this character about flowers then the "Ask about flowers"
node will print some text and ask the player a question (do
they like flowers) that they can reply Yes or No to.
If the player says "yes" or "no" then this will trigger the "Reply
no (like flowers)" or "Reply yes (like flowers)" node that is
nested under the "Ask about flowers" node. If neither is

entered, then ADRIFT goes back to the start and tries to
match the players input to one of the top-level topics.
If the player says "yes" then the "Reply yes (likes flowers)"
topic asks if the player wants the flower and the conversation
moves to the topics nested below it, "Reply no (want flower)"
or "Reply yes (want flower)".
Again, the player must say "yes" or "no" to match one of
these topics, otherwise the conversation will go back to the
start.
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Events
Events allow you to make things happen at different times of
the game, independent from whatever the user types at the
prompt. This can be one of two ways - after a set number of
turns from something, or after a set amount of time from
something.
Examples of typical events might be a day/night system, or a
random event such as weather.

Event Control
Clicking on the Event button on the ribbon toolbar brings up
the following window:

The Event Control tab allows you to control when the event
runs. This works in a similar way to Character Walk Control.
Event Name is only used with Developer, to help you
uniquely identify the event.
You can choose whether you want the event to start off
immediately (Running), after a certain delay from the start of
the game (Waiting for X turns), or whether it should wait until
triggered by something else (Not Started). If you choose
Waiting for X turns you can set this to a fixed number of

turns, or a random number of turns between two values by
clicking on the 1:1 button.
You must also specify how long the event should last. This
can be a fixed number of turns, or a random number of turns
between two values (by clicking on the 1:1 button).
Unless you have set the event to start immediately or after a
certain number of turns, you will need to use Task Control to
start the event after a particular task. To do this, click the Add
Control button. This will add a section to the area in the
bottom half of the form where you can choose to Start, Stop,
Suspend or Resume the event. The difference between
Suspend and Stop is that any stopped event will start again
from the beginning, whereas if the event has been
suspended, it can be resumed from it's current position.
Each Task Control is triggered by the completion or
uncompletion (an action unsetting) of a specific task.
The

button can be used to create a new task.

The Repeat event on completion checkbox at the bottom
left can be ticked to have the event repeated continuously,
otherwise it will run once and then stop.
ADRIFT will not allow an event to loop if it's
length is 0. This is because it would create an
infinite loop.
If you have set the event to repeat on completion, and also
you have specified that the event should start off waiting for X
turns before starting, the Repeat countdown checkbox

becomes available. If you select this, when the event
finishes, rather than restarting immediately it will wait for the
specified number of turns again. If this was set to a random
number between two values, subsequent runs of the event
will also have a random delay.

Sub Events
Sub Events are the actual things you want to happen during
the event. Often this is just displaying particular text.
However, you can also run and unset tasks, or have different
text permanently appended to various location descriptions.
The Sub Events tab looks like so:

Click Add Sub Event to add a sub event to the event.
The first thing you need to decide is when the sub event
should occur. This can be:
Turn based triggers:
After X turns from Start of Event
After X turns from Last Sub Event - This is useful if the
previous sub event occurred at a random time
With X turns before End of Event - This is useful if the
length of the entire event is random
Time based triggers:
After X seconds from Start of Event

After X seconds from Last Sub Event
All values you specify for X can be an exact value
or a random value between two numbers
toggle this by clicking on the 1:1 button.

. You can

Once you have specified when the sub event should start, you
need to select what you want the sub event to do. The
choices are:
Display message - This will simply output the message in
the following textbox to screen. You must specify which
locations this applies to. This defaults to Everywhere. You
can set this to a location group, or to a specific location by
clicking on the icon. If the player is not in a location
specified here, the message will not be displayed.

Change Look description to - This will append the
message in the textbox to the location description of
whichever location the player is currently in. Again, you can
restrict which locations this applies to by changing the
dropdown.
Execute Task - This will attempt to run the task you specify.
If the task does not pass it's restrictions, it will not run.
Typically you would select a System task here.

Unset Task - This will mark a task previously marked as
Completed as Uncompleted. If the task had been marked
as not repeatable, it will now be possible to run it again.
You can change the sequence in which sub events run by
clicking on the Up/Down arrows in the bottom left of the
screen.
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Events Example
People often find events one of the more confusing parts of
ADRIFT, but they're really not that difficult to understand.
This is an example from Jacaranda Jim, where if the player
eats a fruit wall, they get sick and eventually die unless they
manage to find a toilet.
So I have given the event a suitable name. This event starts
off Not Started because I want the trigger for it to be a
particular task. The event always runs for the same number
of turns, so I have set the length explicitly at 17 turns.

I want the trigger for the event to be when the player types
"eat wall". This is a task called eat fruit wall, so I created
a Start task control, and selected this task from the list.
I also want the event to terminate if the player manages to
find the toilet in time, so I created a Stop task control and
selected the Relieve self in toilet task from the list. This task
is run whenever the player enters the location of the toilet
having eaten the fruit.
I don't want the event to repeat as this is a once-off event.
There are several Sub Events that I need to add here.

I wanted to give three "warnings" to the player, so they know
something is up. The first warning should be 2 turns after the
player eats the fruit, so I created a sub event 2 turns from the
start of the event. I want this warning to appear everywhere,
so I left the dropdown at the default.

I wanted my second warning to appear 4 turns after the first,
so I selected 4 turns from last sub event. I could just as easily
have set this to 6 turns from start of event, but that is not quite
so easy to follow. Again, this simply prints a warning
message to screen.

I want my final warning to appear another 4 turns after the
second, so I selected 4 turns from last sub event again. I
could also have set this to 10 turns from start of event, or
indeed 7 turns from end of event. Choose whatever makes
most sense to you.
Finally, at the end of the event I want to actually do something
(kill the player), so I need to run a task. I set this to 7 turns
from last sub event, but could also have set this to 17 turns
from start of event, or indeed 0 turns from end of event. The
Killed by fruit task displays an appropriate message about
feeling too ill, and the player is killed.
Note - if the event is terminated (i.e. the Relieve self in toilet
task is run), any further messages will not be displayed, and
the Killed by fruit task will never be run.
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Variables
Variables are items that store values. These values can be
updated during the game, and can be compared to in
restrictions.
ADRIFT Developer must not be in Simple
Mode for the Variables button to be visible on
the main toolbar.
There are two types of variables in ADRIFT. These are
Number (more technically, Integers) and Text. Both variable
types can also be created as arrays (a set of variable values
which can be accessed by a unique index starting from 1).
Variables can be compared with other values (variables,
constants or expressions) in Restrictions and Expressions,
and altered using Actions.
Clicking on the Variables button in the ribbon toolbar opens
the following dialog:

The Variables dialog box defaults to Number variables. If
you wish to create a Text variable, change the radio button
selection. This will then change the window so that the Initial
Value becomes a multi-line text area. (Note, this is one of
the few places where a text box in ADRIFT doesn't allow
Alternative Descriptions).
The Number or Text variable should be given an initial value.
However, this is not mandatory as you may wish to change
the value in a Task Action.

Displaying Variables
When referring to a variable, you must enclose it's name in %
symbols. In text boxes, ADRIFT will highlight any correctly
identified variables by highlighting them in purple (see Syntax
Highlighting).
For example, you might describe a wallet like so:

It is a leather wallet containing
%coins% gold coins.
This would simply output coins as a number, for example, "It
is a leather wallet containing 7 gold coins."
You can also specify numeric values to be displayed in words
using the NumberAsText function. For example, the
following text:

It is a leather wallet containing
%NumberAsText[%coins%]% gold
coins.
would create the equivalent output: "It is a leather wallet
containing seven gold coins."

Arrays
An Array is a collection of values, each of which can be
referenced using an index. They allow a convenient way of
accessing and writing to variable values, without referencing
each variable individually.
For example, say you want to create three predefined values,
and select one of these at random. The conventional way
might be to create three Text variables:

%value1% = "one"
%value2% = "two"
%value3% = "three"
To select one of these values at random, you would need to
create another variable %index%, set this to a random value
between 1 and 3, then create three tasks, each with
restrictions such as "%index% must equal 1" which has
action "set %finalvalue% = %value1%".
A more efficient way of doing this is to use an array.
When defining your variable, if you select the Variable is an
Array checkbox, the Initial Values box will become multi-line
(if it wasn't already), and you can enter any number of
values. Each unique value must be on a separate line. The
Length box will automatically update as you create entries in
the Initial Values box.
So for the above example, you might create a variable
%my_text_array% like so:

To access the variable value of an array, you need say which
index within the array you wish to access. Arrays in ADRIFT
are 1 based (i.e. the first entry in the array is 1, the second 2
... up until the last entry). Array indexes must be supplied
within square brackets. So, to access the second entry in the
above array, you would reference the value
%my_text_array[2]%.
Array arguments are evaluated as
Expressions, and so we can also supply the
arguments using expression functions, without
having to embed them.
So for example, to access a random entry within the array,
you can simply use an expression such as:

set %finalvalue% =
%my_text_array[RAND(1,3)]%
A text array can contain a maximum of 32,767 characters
total.
The 32,767 characters can all be in one element or divided
amongst several.
Each additional element counts as 2 extra characters in
addition to the visible characters, so a maximum of 10,923
array elements can be created if each contains one
character.
If you need to insert a carriage return within an
array value when defining the initial values,
you can use the HTML <br> markup code.
Further examples of accessing array variables might be:
Randomly
outputs
%my_text_array[RAND(1,10)]%
one of 10
different
strings
Outputs
the third
%my_text_array[3]%
text string
in the
array
%my_text_array[%my_variable%]% Uses an
integer
variable
to select

which text
string to
display

System Variables
Certain variable names have been reserved for System
variables. These can be used in any text box to display the
indicated value.

%Score% - This variable is where you keep track of the
players score in the game. It can be altered using Actions or
used in Restrictions. It has a hidden 'run once' functionality
built in to it which prevents a particular task from
incrementing its value more than once.

%MaxScore% - If this is not zero, then when the game
finishes ADRIFT will display the message "In that game
you scored %Score% out of a possible
%MaxScore%, in %Turns% turns."
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Groups (Classes)
A Group is a collection of similar items. A Class is a group of
items with the same properties.
ADRIFT Developer must not be in Simple
Mode for the Groups button to be visible on
the main toolbar.

There are 3 types of group in ADRIFT; Location groups,
Object groups and Character groups.
Groups can be used as a simple way to determine whether
two items are related to each other, but can also be used to
set a particular property of all of its members to the same
value.
Clicking on the Group button on the main toolbar brings up
the following form:

Description is a name for the group. This will appear in any
dropdown lists where you are checking to see if an item exists
in a group, or adding/removing items to/from a group.
Group Type must be one of Characters, Locations or
Objects. Upon selecting an item type, all items of that type
will be displayed in the list below, each with a checkbox
against it, allowing you to include that item in the group.

Location Groups
Locations are placed into a group by selecting "Locations" for
the group type and then ticking the box next to each location
that you wish to be a member of this group.

During the game, locations can be added to or removed from
the group using actions.
There are three main uses of location groups. One is to
signify that two locations are directly connected by a doorway.
A single object can be placed in a location group, so by
placing a door object into the doorway location group
(containing the location each side of the door) we make the
object accessible from both locations.
The second use is to allow a very large static object (such as
a river, or the sky) to be present in multiple locations. Just
create a group for every location that the river passes through
and then place the river object into the group.
The third use is to collect together locations with similar
characteristics, for example outdoor or indoor locations, or all

dark locations which need a portable light source to be able to
see anything.

Properties
The Properties page of a group contains all of the properties
that can be set for the group type. This allows you to create a
Location Class - every location within the group will
automatically inherit any assigned properties of the group.
Properties that are NOT selected on this page will use the
settings defined on the property pages of the individual
locations.
If the property is selected then the value it is given here will
override the values of the property for every member of this
group.
For example, the Dark Locations group (class) automatically
sets the Short Location Description to "Everything is
dark", overriding any short description in the individual
locations themselves.

In the case of a text property, as shown above, we are
actually entering an alternative description for the text box. It
is basically as if any descriptions you add here are added as
extra tabs at the end of the corresponding description in the
location description. If the restrictions pass then the text
given will replace or be added to the text normally output for
the location. If they fail then each location will output its own
text.

Object Groups
Object classes are simply groups of objects, where you can
pre-define particular properties. When an object is added to
this group, it automatically inherits all of these properties.
So, for example, you could create an object property “is a
liquid”. If you then create a group “Liquids”, you can select

the “is a liquid” property. Then, any objects you add to this
group will automatically inherit the “is a liquid” property. You
can then set up tasks where, instead of checking for specific
objects, you can specify that they should be a member of the
group. So in this example, you could create a task “take
%object%”, and have a restriction that the task should not be
a member of group “Liquids”, else output a message saying
"You cannot pick that up with your hands".
Objects can also be moved in and out of groups by actions.
For example, you could have a class of object that produces
light and so allows the player to see when they are in a dark
location. But if a lamp is switched off or the battery goes flat
then you don't want them to be able to see any more. This
can easily be done by moving the lamp into the "Produces
light" group when it is on, and removing it from the group
when it is off.

Character Groups
Characters can also be placed into groups, so a class of
school students could be placed together into a group so that
the game can have them all react to the player the same way
without having to add an individual restriction for each one.
In a role playing game with different "factions", the members
of each faction can be placed in a group so that each
individual knows how they should react to a member of a
particular faction.
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Properties
Properties of an item (object, character or location) are
attributes of that item, particular to the individual item. For
example, the type of an object (static or dynamic) is a
property, or the weight of an object is a property, or the
location of a character is a property.
ADRIFT Developer must not be in Simple
Mode for the Properties button to be visible on
the main toolbar.
Properties in ADRIFT are dynamic. So rather than being
restricted to a pre-defined list, you can define your own.
These can be applied to Locations, Objects and
Characters.

Creating a new Property
You can create a new property by clicking the Property icon
on the ribbon toolbar. You can also click the Add New
Property button at the bottom of the Properties tab of a
Character, Location, or Object. You can also right-click the
open Properties folder and select Add Property, or right-click
any other open folder and select Add New > Property.
This will bring up the New Property screen like so:

Name is the name or title of the property. This will appear in
the list of available properties when viewing an item.
If you clicked on the Add New Property button on the
Properties list of an item form, the Property of dropdown will
have automatically been set to the type of item you were
editing. If not, set this to the item you want to make the
property available for.
There are several types of properties. These are:
Character – the property value must be a character.
Integer – the property value must be an integer (number)
value.
Location Group – the property value must be a location
group.
Location – the property value must be a location.
Object – the property value must be an object.

Selection Only – the property is either True or False, i.e.
the item will either have the property, or will not.
State – the property value must be one of a pre-defined
list.
Text – the property value can be any text.
Value - Similar to a state list, except each state has a
specific integer (number) value associated with it.

Refining Properties
Refining a List property
If you create a property of type Character, Location or
Object, by default every single item of that type will be
displayed in the list.
So for example, if we look at the Inside what? property, we
want this to be a property of Objects (i.e. we want to be able
to say that this object is inside something) and we say that the
type of property is Object List (because we want to offer a list
of objects that this object should be inside). However, we
don't want the list of objects to be the entire list of objects in
the game - we only want to offer objects that are containers.
When we select one of the above property types, additional
fields become available. These allow us to refine the choices
available based upon other properties.

To refine the list, we must select a property from the Restrict
by Property dropdown. This dropdown will contain all

property types for the type of list you are creating. I.e. if you
are creating an Object List property the dropdown will contain
all Object properties. If you are creating a Character List
property the dropdown will contain all Character properties.
So in our Inside what? example, we select the Object is a
container from the dropdown. We must also specify what
value we want this property to be in order to display the object
in the object list. Because Object is a container is just a
selection only property, we only have <Selected> or
<Unselected> to choose from. Because we want to include
only objects that are containers, we select <Selected> from
the dropdown.

Refining an Integer property
If you create an Integer property, you can specify whether the
property is a normal integer (i.e. just ask the player for a
number), or whether the property is a special type of number.
The types of number are defined by any properties you have
created as value lists.
For example, the Object size property is defined as a property
of objects, and is a value list. This means that labels can be
assigned to values (i.e. Tiny = 1, Small = 3, Normal = 9 etc):

Because of this existing property, the Maximum size of held
items can be defined as an Object size integer.

This now means that if you select the Maximum size of held
items property when defining a character, rather than just
entering a single number, you will be prompted for the type of
integer.

In this example, anything entered in the numeric field will be
multiplied by the value associated with each dropdown. I.e. "2

Normal objects" means 2 x 9 = 18.

Mandatory Properties
You may want to make a property mandatory. This means,
that if the property is available, it must be selected. For
example, Object Type is mandatory, as all objects must be
either Static or Dynamic. Similarly, you may want to make a
property mandatory dependant on another property, or even
another property value. Examples of this are the Held by who
property, which is a character list type. This property is
mandatory when the Location of the object property is set to
“Held by Character”, as you would always want the Held by
who property to appear.
In the screenshot below, you can see that the Open status
property is mandatory. This is property only appears when
the Object can be opened and closed property is selected, but
if so then that property must be specified.
To make a property mandatory, select the Mandatory
checkbox.

Property Availability
Property Availability means that it is possible for an item to
have a particular property. This is different from the item
having been assigned that property. A property will be
available if it is displayed in the list of properties for an item. It
will be assigned to that property if the checkbox on that
property has been selected.

In the above screenshot, all three properties displayed are
available, but only Object can be opened and closed and
Open status have been assigned.
By default, every property will be available to an item when
listing the properties for that item. You can prevent it from
being available to an item based upon other properties that
have been selected on that item (for example, you wouldn't
want a Static object to offer wearable as an available
property), by adding restrictions on it's availability.
To restrict a property based on the value of another property,
you must select the property to restrict upon from the
Property field. This will then enable the Value field where
you must select a value for that property.
So, in the wearable example, you can specify that the
property will only be available if property Object type is set to
value Dynamic, like so:

Private Properties
If you kept on creating lots of properties, the list of available
properties would eventually become unmanageable. In

addition, many properties might not be applicable to a lot of
objects.
ADRIFT has a neat solution for this - Private Properties.
Making a property Private means it will only become available
to select for one particular item. You can make a property
private to an individual Location, Object or Character, or you
can make it private to a Group.
If you make the property private to a location, object or
character, that property will only be available to select on that
individual item. This is handy for very specific properties (e.g.
battery power for a torch, or page of a book). You can also
make properties private to a group. This means that property
will be available to all members of that group. So for
example, you could create a "consumable" group that
contains anything that can be eaten or drunk. Then you could
could create a tasty property that is private to the consumable
group, meaning you are allowed to mark anything that can be
eaten or drunk as tasty.

To mark a property as Private, you must check the Private to
<item> checkbox at the bottom of the Definition tab.
The Private checkbox only appears if you are
creating a new property from a property list of

an existing item, or if you are editing a
property that only belongs to a single item.

Tool-tips
If you select the Description tab of the property, you can
enter a description of what the property is. For example, if we
add the following description to a Battery Power property
(from the Torches that run out tutorial), like so:

Then this will appear as a tool-tip in the object property list like
so:

This can make it much easier to understand what exactly the
property means, or what type of unit a number represents.
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Character List property type
A Character List property stores the key of a single
character.
The "List" part of the name refers to the dropdown list on the
property page of a character, location or object, from which
you select the required character.
To actually store a list of characters, use a character GROUP.
For example, if the Location of the character property is set
to On character, then the On which character? property
becomes available, which is a Character List:

Testing the property
You would test the value of a character list property by
adding a restriction like so:

However, because the On which character? property
depends on the Location of the character property being set
to On Character, it would also make sense to additionally
check for this.

Creating a new Character List property
Create a new property by clicking the Property icon on the
ribbon toolbar. You can also click the Add New Property
button at the bottom of the Properties tab of a Character,
Location, or Object. You can also right-click the open
Properties folder and select Add Property, or right-click any
other open folder and select Add New > Property.
For example, we might create a Wife property like so:

1. We have set the Description to "Wife". This will be
displayed in the list of available properties for male
characters.
2. Ensure that Property of is set to "Characters", as we want
this property to be available for characters only.
3. Set the Type to Character List.
4. Tick the Mandatory box only if you want to force all male
characters to have a wife.
5. We want to restrict the list of characters to choose from to
be female characters, so set Restrict by Property to
Gender and Restrict by Value to Female.
6. We only want this property to be available to male
characters, so in the This Property will only appear if
the following are true section, set Property to be Gender
and Value to be Male.
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Text Overrides
Text Overrides allow you to effectively do a search and
replace on any text before it is output to screen. This
provides a convenient way of globally changing particular
output without having to modify each individual item. It is
also useful for changing any "fixed" text, i.e. anything output
by the application that is not stored as part of the library. (NB.
I am working to reduce this all the time, and hope to
eventually store all text within the library.)
ADRIFT Developer must not be in Simple
Mode for the Text Overrides button to be
visible on the main toolbar.
Text Overrides can also be a useful tool to use as a language
resource to convert any English output to other languages.
Text Overrides are applied in order of length. This ensures an
override that is a subset of a longer one does not prevent the
longer one from overriding. For example, if you had the
following overrides:

You take => You pick up
pick => select
If the shorter override applied first, "You take the
ball." would be output as "You select the ball."
rather than "You pick up the ball."
The Text Override editing window looks like this:

Original text is the text that is normally displayed in ADRIFT
Runner, that you wish to be replaced with something
different.
Replacement text is the text that you want to replace this
with. If you do not want the original text to be displayed at

all, just leave the bottom window blank.
Remember that you can use an alternative
description in the Replacement text box to
alter the displayed message using restrictions.
An example of this is that you can, if you wish, define a text
override that will apply, for example, in only one location.
Let's say you have an object (a rowing boat) that you want
the normal description ("Here you see a rowing
boat.") to display in one location, but in another location
you want the description to read "Tied up at the
jetty is a rowing boat." To do this you should
leave the default description blank and first of all define an
alternative description that is the same as the original text,
i.e. "Here you see a rowing boat." Set the
restriction for the location that this description applies to and
set it to Start description with. Then define a second
alternative description, "Tied up at the jetty is
a rowing boat." Set the restriction as the location you
want this description displayed in and also set this as Start
description with.
It is also possible to have a sound play, or show an image,
when the replacement text is shown.

Importing/Exporting
If you prefer, you can edit Text Overrides in an external
editor, such as Notepad. This allows you to see all the
overrides at once.

The format for importing overrides is plain text files with the
file extension ALR. Each individual override should be
placed on a separate line. The Original text and
Replacement text must be separated by the pipe | character.
Any lines beginning with the # character will be ignored.
So an example Language Resource file might be as follows:

# ADRIFT Italian Language
Resource ALR file
#
# Versione: 1.5
# Data: 2 Settembre 2004
# Author: Roberto Grassi - Alex
Nicotera
# +---------------------------------------------------------------------# BUY
Buy what?|Cosa c'e' da comprare?
I don't think|Non penso che
is for sale|sia in vendita
You can't buy |Non si puo'
comprare
I don't think that is for
sale.|Non credo sia in vendita.
You can also export all Text Overrides to an ALR file.
However, any comments are not retained, so you will just
get the raw data output.
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Hints
Hints allow you to create hints for the player in case they get
stuck.
ADRIFT Developer must not be in Simple
Mode for the Hints button to be visible on the
main toolbar.
The Hints editing window looks like this:

You can enter a question at the top which is matched to a
question asked by the player when they want a hint.
The subtle hint is shown first, then if the player asks for
another hint for the same question then they will be shown
the really obvious hint.
Restrictions can be used to limit when the hint can be shown,
and alternative descriptions can be used with either the
subtle or obvious text box to vary the hint given to the player
depending on other restrictions.
Although you can create hints in Developer,
they have not yet been implemented in
Runner.
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Synonyms
Synonyms allow you to change input text from the player
before it gets parsed by Runner.
ADRIFT Developer must not be in Simple
Mode for the Synonym button to be visible on
the main toolbar.
Creating a new Synonym brings up the editor, which looks
like this:

A synonym can replace any number of words or phrases with
an alternative word or phrase.
The Replace any user input containing any of the
following box is a dropdown list, where you can enter any
number of single words or phrases. To add more than one,

simply press Enter, in the same way that multiple object
nouns are created. Each entry in this list will be replaced.
The with this box can only contain a single word or phrase.
Any matching phrases from the first box will be replaced with
this text.
Synonyms can be particularly useful when creating a game
in a different language. Commands in one language can be
mapped to their corresponding command in English,
enabling quicker game play if a library is not available for the
language you want.

Example
The ADRIFT system has some in-built commands for
handling logic. For example, if you wanted to pick up
everything in the room, you might type get all. However,
some people might also type the command get
everything. Whilst the former command will execute as
you would expect, ADRIFT does not understand the latter.
Creating a synonym for this will convert the input command
to one that ADRIFT will recognise.
So, if you create a synonym to replace "everything" with
"all", when the player types the command get
everything, it will be converted to get all, and
processed in the normal way.
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Functions
A function is a procedure that can be called, which returns a
value. Functions can optionally take parameters.
There are three types of functions in ADRIFT. These are:
Item Functions - Every item in ADRIFT can be referred to
by it's key. If you type a key (or a function that resolves to
a key) then you can access all the properties of that item,
in addition to special functions such as listing and
counting etc.
General Functions - These are traditional functions that
are called with a given syntax and sometimes with
parameters.
Expression Functions - These are a special set of
functions that can only be used within Expressions.
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Item Functions
Item functions are functions that can be accessed directly
on a particular item. Each function returns an object (usually
another item or a group), which in turn might have further
functions that can be accessed. For the more technical
people, item functions can be considered Object Oriented
functions.
To access the functions available to each object, you must
type the dot character (.) directly after the object you wish to
access, followed by the function name. Item functions can
be entered directly in any textbox. ADRIFT recognises an
item function by the presence of a dot joining two words with
no space between them. Therefore you don't need to use
the % or <# delimiters to separate them from normal text.
For example, "Object2.Name" is a function, whereas
"Object2." is simply a key followed by a full stop.
To access the Item functions, the first word must be one of
the following:
A recognised key. This is case sensitive, so typing
"Player." will activate the list, but "player." will not.
The result of a General function that returns a key, for
example %Player% or %ConvCharacter%.
A task reference, for example %object%.

Item functions are very powerful, as you can return lists that
can be refined by multiple properties in order to return
exactly what you want. For example:
"%character%.Held.Drinkable.Count" can be used to
return the number of drinkable items held by the referenced
character.

Intellisense Menus
If you type a reference, item key or function that returns a
key, then press the full stop "." key, ADRIFT will display a
menu of all the available functions which are applicable to
that type of item. For example:

If you now press the Down arrow key, ADRIFT
will show a description of the selected function.

Press Enter, Tab or Space to insert the currently selected
function after the ".". You can also select a function by
clicking on it with the mouse.
If the list is very long, you can just start typing the name (or
part of the name). This will automatically reduce the list by
everything matching the current function typed so far.
You can close the intellisense menu using the Escape key.
If by chance you want to prevent the intellisense popup, or
create text that looks like an item function, just insert an
empty html tag in the function, for example "%character%
<>." or "Player<>.Held".

Parameters
Some Item functions take optional parameters. Parameters
are additional values that are passed into a function. If the
parameters are not supplied, a default is assumed.
For example, if you want to return the Children from an
object, you would type the following OO function:

You can see that the description states that the function can
take parameters. If, instead of typing a space or a full stop,
you type an open bracket, you get a further intellisense menu
for the function parameters, like so:

You can now see all the possible parameters for this
function. You can supply multiple parameters by separating
them with a comma. From the description above, you can
see that "All" is the default. Therefore the .Children
function without any parameters is the same as writing
.Children(All). If you wish to return a different set of
children (i.e. just characters on the object, or just objects
inside it), you need to select a different parameter (or
parameters)from the list.

Function Types
Each different item type will return different functions.

Location functions
These functions return the key of a location. These would
not normally be displayed to the player, but can be used to
access properties of the location by adding another dot
followed by the name of a property that locations can have.
All locations offer the following functions:
.Description - The long description of the location.
.Exits - A list of exits available to the Player from the
location.

.Objects - A list of the objects in the location.
.Name - The short description of the location.
In addition, any location properties will be listed. These will
return the value of the property.

Object functions
These functions return the key of an object
All objects offer the following functions:
.Children - A list of the objects and/or characters in or
on the object. This function can take a parameter to
specify objects or characters, and whether it includes
things inside or on top of the object.
.Contents - A list of the objects and/or characters
inside the object. This function can take a parameter to
specify objects or characters.
.Description - The description of the object.
.Location - The location of the object, regardless
whether the character is in/on something else.
.Name - The full object name.
.Parent - The parent object/character/location of the
object.
In addition, any object properties will be listed. These will
return the value of the property.

Character functions
These functions return the key of a character.
All characters offer the following functions:
.Description - The description of the character.

.Descriptor - The descriptor of the character.
.Held - Everything held by the character. This function
can take a parameter to specify whether the list should
recursively list objects inside or on other objects.
.Location - The location of the character, regardless
whether the character is in/on something else.
.Name - The proper name (if known), otherwise the
descriptor, of the character. This function can take
parameters to specify the pronoun substitution.
.Parent - The parent object/character/location of the
character.
.ProperName - The Proper name of the character
.Worn - Everything worn by the character. This function
can take a parameter to specify whether the list should
recursively list objects inside or on other objects.
.WornAndHeld - Everything worn and held by the
character. This function can take a parameter to specify
whether the list should recursively list objects inside or on
other objects.
In addition, any character properties will be listed. These will
return the value of the property.

Event functions
All events offer the following functions:
.Length - The number of turns the event will run for.
.Position - The current position (in turns) into the
event.

List functions
Any function that returns a list will return those keys
separated by a pipe symbol "|". For example,

"%Player%.Location.Exits" might output as
"North|East|South". You would typically always use one
of the functions below to handle this information.
Lists offer the following functions:
.Count - A numeric value for the number of items in the
list.
.List - A comma separated list of the item names. This
function can take various parameters to control how the
list should be output.
In addition, any numeric properties of the type of list will be
listed. These will be summed. For example,
"%character%.Held.Weight" will return the sum of the
weight of all items held by the character in question.
In addition, any selection only properties of the type of list will
be listed, for use as group filters (see below).
Some list functions can use parameters to filter the results.
For example the ".Children" group can contain both
Objects and Characters, and these can be either on or inside
the parent object. The function ".Children(Objects,
On)" will filter the contents of the group to return only those
which are objects and that are on top of the parent object.

Group filters
Any selection only property can be used to refine a list, so
that only the items with that property selected will remain.
This is effectively a filter on the current list.

For example, the function
"%object%.Contents(Characters).Known" will take
the list of characters that are inside the given object, and
filter them with the "known" property so that only characters
inside the object which are known to the player will be in the
returned list.

Text functions
These functions simply return text that can be displayed or
stored in a text variable.

Integer functions
These functions return a number that can be displayed,
stored in an integer variable, or used in an expression. If the
parent function is a list, the values will be summed.
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General Functions
General Functions can be inserted in any textbox, and will
be evaluated before the text is output. All General Functions
must be delimited by percentage (%) symbols. Parameters to
General Functions must be supplied inside square brackets.

AloneWithChar
This returns the key of the character in the same location as
the player.
Always use the restriction The Player
Character must be alone with any
character to check if this function will return a
valid result, before using the result of this
function in any equation.
This function can be used as the %character%
parameter for an Execute Task action. The
executed task will then be applied to the
character that is currently in the same location
as the player.

Syntax

%AloneWithChar%
Parameters
none

ConvCharacter
This returns the key of the character the player is currently in
conversation with.
Always use the restriction The Player
Character must be in conversation with
any character to check if this function will
return a valid result, before using the result of
this function in any equation.
This function can be used as the %character%
parameter for an Execute Task action. The
executed task will then be applied to the
character that the player is currently in
conversation with.

Syntax

%ConvCharacter%
Parameters
none

LCase
This returns a text value in lower case.

Syntax

%LCase[text]%
Parameters
text The text you wish to convert to lower case.

Example

%LCase[TESTING]% = testing

ListObjectsOnAndIn
Lists all the objects on the surface of a particular object.

Syntax

%ListObjectsOn[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the object you wish to list the objects on.

It should be noted that this function is very similar to the
%object%.Children(Objects).List item function.
However, this function will automatically display the "Inside
the" or " and on the" parts where applicable, and so there
is no direct item function replacement without adding a
significant amount of logic.

NumberAsText
Returns a number written out as text.

Syntax

%NumberAsText[number]%
Parameters
number Any non-negative integer value

Example

%NumberAsText[123]% = One hundred
and twenty three

PCase
Returns a string that has been converted to proper case (i.e.
the first letter will be capitalised, and all other letters will be
converted to lower case).

Syntax

%PCase[text]%
Parameters
text The text you wish to convert to proper case.

Example

%PCase[TESTING]% = Testing

Player
This function returns the key of the player character. This will
normally always be known at design time, but if you switch
characters during the game, it may be necessary.

Syntax

%Player%
Parameters
none

PopUpChoice
Causes an input box to pop up on the screen, displaying a
short message prompt and two choices. The player chooses
one of the two options and this becomes the value returned
by the function. This is used in the expression field of a set
variable action to allow the player to choose which of two text
strings is written to the variable.
See [Ask player to enter their gender when the game starts]
for an example.
Do NOT use this function directly in a
restriction. If you need to do this then call
PopupChoice in an action which stores the
result in a variable and then execute a system
task (with another action) which checks that
variable with a restriction.

Syntax

%PopUpChoice[prompt, choice1,
choice2]%
Parameters
An expression (typically a quoted string) to display
as a message in the inputbox.
An expression returned in the function if the user
choice1
selects this option.
An expression returned in the function if the user
choice2
selects this option.
prompt

PopUpInput
Causes an input box to pop up on the screen, displaying a
short message prompt and a single-line text entry field. The
player can accept the default text or enter a new line of text,
then press OK. This could be used to allow the player to
enter their own name, which is then used in the game. If the
player presses cancel then this function will return a zerolength string. This function should be used in the expression
field of either a "Variables" action or a "Set Properties" action.
See [Ask player to enter their gender when the game starts]
for an example.
Do NOT use this function directly in a
restriction. If you need to do this then call
PopUpInput in an action which stores the
result in a variable, and then execute a system

task (with another action) which checks that
variable with a restriction

Syntax

%PopUpInput[prompt]%
%PopUpInput[prompt, default]%
Parameters
An expression (typically a quoted string) to display as
a message in the inputbox.
Optional. An expression (typically a quoted string) to
default
display in the text field of the inputbox.
prompt

Example
To ask the player for their name at the start of the game we
would create a system task set to run "Immediately", and add
the following action to use the PopupInput function to ask
them to enter it, then write the name they entered to the
"Name" property of the player character.

UCase
Returns a string that has been converted to upper case.

Syntax

%UCase[text]%
Parameters
text The text you wish to convert to upper case.

Example

%PCase[Testing]% = TESTING
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Obsolete Functions
There are several functions that were added to ADRIFT 5
before Item functions had been created. These functions
now all have an equivalent Item function, and so are now
considered obsolete, as the item functions are easier to use,
are often more concise, are more readable, and are much
more flexible (for example, you can refine them with
additional properties).

CharacterDescriptor
Returns the full descriptor (including article and prefix) of the
character. ADRIFT will need to determine whether the article
should be replaced with "the". A "Bad Function" error will
occur in Runner if this function is used on a character that
does not have a descriptor. If the point of view of the player
character is switched to another character which does not
have a descriptor then this function will return "me" or
"myself", but only if they are unaltered in the descriptor field
of the character with the blue icon named "Player".

Syntax

%CharacterDescriptor[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the character you wish to display the
descriptor of.

The following item function should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%character%.Descriptor

CharacterName
If the character is known to the Player (i.e. the Known
property of the character is selected) or the Known property
does not exist in your game, then this function will return the
Proper name of the character.
If the Known property exists in your game but is not set for
the character in question, this function will return the
Descriptor of the character.
In any one turn, if the CharacterName function is used more
than once for a particular character, it will be substituted with
a pronoun. The default pronoun type to be substituted with is
the subjective pronoun, however, this can be altered by
providing an additional parameter to the function.
For further details of this function, see Character Name
substitution.

Syntax

%CharacterName%
%CharacterName[key]%
%CharacterName[key,
pronoun_type]%
Parameters
The key of the character you wish to display
the name of. If the key is omitted, if the
key
function is used anywhere in a character
definition, that character will be used. If not,
the Player character is assumed.
Specifies the type of pronoun the character
name should be substituted with. If this
parameter is omitted, the pronoun is
assumed to be subjective. Possible values
pronoun_type
for this parameter are subject(ive) (I, you,
he, she, it), object(ive)/target (me, you, him,
her, it) and possessive (my, your, his, her,
its).
Reflective pronouns (myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself)
will automatically be substituted if the target of a sentence is
also the subject (e.g. "I (subject) throw the ball at me (target)"
will become "I (subject) throw the ball at myself (reflective)".
The relevant pronoun will also be selected depending
whether the character in question is male, female or
unknown, and whether the game is being played in firstperson (I, me, my, myself), second-person (you, your,
yourself, you) or third-person perspective (him/her/it,
his/her/its, himself/herself/itself, he/she/it).

To prevent pronoun substitution from occurring, use the
ProperName or CharacterDescriptor functions.
The following item function should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%character%.Name

CharacterProper
Returns the proper name of a particular character. For the
default player character, and any character with a blank
proper name field, it will return "Anonymous".

Syntax

%CharacterProper[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the character you wish to display the
proper name of.

The following item function should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%character%.ProperName

DisplayCharacter
Displays the description of a particular character.

Syntax

%DisplayCharacter[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the character you wish to display the
description of.

The following item function should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%character%.Description

DisplayLocation
Displays the description of a particular Location.
If Additionally display the Short Location name when
viewing locations is selected in Runner options, then the
first thing displayed will be the short description of the
location. It will be in boldface.
Next will be the long description of the location, possibly
modified by alternate descriptions.
Static objects with Specifically list objects in location
description selected, and dynamic objects, will then be
listed. Objects with a specific When the object is listed in
location, display this description, will be shown after the
listed objects. All dynamic objects will be shown after all
static objects.
Characters at the location are then listed. Those with
specific What to show when the character is at location
descriptions are listed after the list of other characters.
This function does not show characters or objects that are
sitting or laying on another object.

Syntax

%DisplayLocation[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the character you wish to display the
location of.

The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%character%.Location.Description

DisplayObject
Displays the description of a particular object.

Syntax

%DisplayObject[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the object you wish to display the
description of.

The following item function should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%object%.Description

ListCharactersIn
Lists all the characters inside a particular object.

Syntax

%ListCharactersIn[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the object you wish to list the characters
that are inside of.

The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%object%.Contents(Characters).Lis
t or %object%.Children(Characters,
In).List

ListCharactersOn
Lists all the characters sitting, laying or standing on top of a
particular object. Example output: "Harry, Fred and George"

Syntax

%ListCharactersOn[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the object you wish to list the characters
that are on top of.

The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%object%.Children(Characters,
On).List

ListCharactersOnAndIn
Lists all the characters on and inside a particular object. This
is basically the same as ListCharactersOn and
ListCharactersIn, but it also formats the output into a
complete sentence. Example output: "Harry and fred are on
the box, and George are inside the box"

Syntax

%ListCharactersOnAndIn[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the object you wish to list the Characters
that are on and in.

The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%object%.Children(Characters).Lis
t

ListHeld
Lists all the objects held by a particular character.

Syntax

%ListHeld[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the character you wish to list the held
objects of.

The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%character%.Held.List

ListExits
Lists all the exits available to a particular character.

Syntax

%ListExits[key]%
Parameters
key The key of the character you wish to list the exits for.
The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%character%.Location.Exits.List

ListObjectsAtLocation
Displays a list of all the objects at a particular location. This
will include dynamic objects directly at the location (i.e. not
inside or on another object) and static objects which have
been marked as explicitly list.

Syntax

%ListObjectsAtLocation[key]%
Parameters
key The key of the location you wish to list the objects at.
The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%location%.Objects.List

ListObjectsIn
Lists all the objects inside of a particular container object.

Syntax

%ListObjectsIn[key]%
Parameters
key The key of the object you wish to list the contents of.
The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

Inside %object%.Name is
%object%.Contents(Objects).List.

ListObjectsOn
Lists all the objects on the surface of a particular object.

Syntax

%ListObjectsOn[key]%
Parameters
key The key of the object you wish to list the objects on.
The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

On %object%.Name is
%object%.Children(Objects,
On).List.

ListWorn
Lists all the objects worn by a particular character.

Syntax

%ListWorn[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the character you wish to list the worn
objects of.

The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%character%.Worn.List

LocationName
Returns the short description of a particular Location.

Syntax

%LocationName[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the location you wish to return the short
description for.

The following item function should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%location%.Name

LocationOf
Returns the key of the location of a particular character.

Syntax

%LocationOf[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the character you wish to find the location
of.

The following item function should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%location%.Location

ParentOf
Returns the parent key of an object. So for example, if an
object is inside another object or an object is part of a
character, the function will return the key of the container
object or character. If the function returns more than one
parent (for example, the key supplied is a multiple object
reference), the keys will be listed in a pipe separated list.

Syntax

%ParentOf[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the object you wish to find the parent of.
This can also be a reference, for example %objects%

The following item function should be used instead of the
above syntax:

key.Parent

PropertyValue
Returns the current value of a property of an object, Location
or character.

Syntax

%PropertyValue[key, propertykey]%
Parameters
The key of the location, object or character you
wish to obtain the property value of.
The key of the property you wish to obtain the
propertykey
value of.
key

The following item function should be used instead of the
above syntax:

key.propertykey

TheObject/TheObjects
These two functions are identical. However, they are
interchangeable to facilitate clearer readability, depending on
your task output. These functions will display the full name
of an object, replacing any indefinite articles with definite
ones, i.e. the word “the”. If the function returns more than
one object (for example, the key supplied is a multiple object
reference), the objects will be listed in a comma separated
list.

Syntax

%TheObject[key]%
Parameters
key

The key of the object you wish to display the name
of. This can also be a reference, for example
%objects%.

The following item functions should be used instead of the
above syntax:

%object%.Name
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User Defined Functions
User Defined Functions allow you to create your own custom
functions, with parameters if necessary, that you can use
within any text sections.
ADRIFT Developer must not be in Simple
Mode for the User Defined Functions button
to be visible on the main toolbar.
User Defined Functions can be used to simplify complex
expressions that you may want to use repeatedly throughout
your game.
Creating a new User Defined Function brings up the editor,
like so:

Name is the name of your function. This is how you will
reference it in your game. For example, if you give it the
name MyFunction, then you would use the function in the
game by typing %MyFunction% in a text area. If your
function has parameters, these should be passed into the
function within square brackets, and comma separated.
You can give your function any number of parameters.
Parameters can be Objects, Characters, Locations,
Numbers or Text. Each parameter must be given it's own
name, and can thereafter be referenced in the function
output by typing the parameter name within percent symbols.

The Output can be any text you want, but it can reference
any parameters passed in. Additionally, any alternative
descriptions you add can define restrictions based upon the
parameters.

Examples
Items Held (Player)
Say you wanted to create a simple function to return the
number of items held by the player. This would normally
require you to write an item function that some may find
unwieldy. So you could do the following:
Name:
Parameters:
Output:

HeldCount
Not Required
%Player%.Held.Count

You can then use this function like so:

Syntax

%HeldCount%
Parameters
none

Items Held (Any Character)
Similarly, you could create the same function as above, but
have this work for any specified character. This time, we
need to add a parameter to the function.
Name:
Parameters:
Output:

HeldCount
Name: who
Type: Character
%who%.Held.Count

You can then use this function like so:

Syntax

%HeldCount[who]%
Parameters
who

The key of the character you want to return the
number of held items for
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Expressions
Expressions are a finite combination of functions, variables,
constants and mathematical operators that can be evaluated
to return a single value. An expression can contain a single
function, or can be built up using many.
Expressions are typically used to calculate integer values or
produce strings of text that can then be stored in Variables or
Properties using Actions, or used in comparison operations
in Restrictions. They can also be directly used in output text
by using Embedded Expressions.
Expressions are the closest ADRIFT comes to
"programming". They can often provide a more efficient way
of calculating values than using restrictions and actions
alone. For example, say you were implementing a time
system which had hours and minutes. Every time Minute
reached 60 you would want to reset it to 0 and increment
Hour.
One way of doing this would be to have a task that
incremented Minute by 5. It would need to have a restriction
that Minute was < 55. You would need a second task that
had a restriction that Minute was = 55, and if so this would
set Minute back to 0 and run another task to increment Hour.
You would then need to add checks on the increment Hour
task to make sure it didn't go past 23. This is getting
complicated with lots of tasks.

Another way of doing this would be so have a single task
"increment time" which sets Hour to the following expression:

IF(%Minute% + 5 >= 60, %Hour% +
1, %Hour%) MOD 24
And then set Minute to the following:

(%Minute% + 5) MOD 60
Expressions may contain Item Functions, General
Functions, Expression Functions, variables, constants
(string constants must be surrounded by double quotes)
and References.
Numeric operators (+, -, *, /, ^, mod) can be
used when the expression being evaluated result in
numeric operands.
String operators (&) can be used to concatenate text
values.
Normal brackets can be used to determine the order of
evaluation.
Logical operators (AND, OR) can be used when
comparing two test values.
Relationship operators (>, >=, =, <=, <, !=) can
be used to compare numeric values.

Expression Functions
For a full list of functions supported in expressions, see
Expression Functions.

Embedded Expressions
An expression can also be embedded into any piece of text
within a text box by placing it between the symbols <# and
#>.
For example, you could embed the OneOf function into a
piece of text to give a random response to a question like so:

Hamish says "<# OneOf("No idea,
sorry", "I don't know", "Haven't
a clue") #>".
Or you could have a description in a Casino like so:

The dealer turns up the top card
- it's the <# OneOf("Ace", "Two",
"Three", "Four", "Five", "Six",
"Seven", "Eight", "Nine", "Ten",
"Jack", "Queen", "King") #> of <#
OneOf("Hearts", "Diamonds",
"Clubs", "Spades") #>.
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Expression Functions
Expressions support the use of a set of functions. These
functions cannot be used outwith expressions as per
general functions (unless used as an array argument).
However, expressions can also contain general and item
functions. Expression functions do not require % symbols to
define them.
The supported list of Expression Functions is as follows:

Abs
This returns the absolute value (positive part) of a number

Syntax

ABS(val)
Parameters
val

An expression that resolves to a number (integer).

Example

ABS(-7) = 7

Either
This randomly returns one of the two input parameters. The
function works on both numbers, and text values. This
function is basically the same as the ONEOF function, but
can only take two parameters.

Syntax

EITHER(val1, val2)
Parameters
An expression that resolves to a number (integer) or
text (string).
An expression that resolves to a number (integer) or
val2
text (string).
val1

Example

EITHER(%Player%.Name, "") = ""

Instr
This function returns an integer specifying the start position
of the first occurrence of one string within another.

Syntax

INSTR(str1, str2)
Parameters
An expression that resolves to text (string). This is the
string being searched.
An expression that resolves to text (string). This is the
str2
string expression sought.
str1

Example

INSTR("One two three", "t") = 5
Note that this is not case sensitive, so
INSTR("hello","E") will also return 2.
This function returns 0 (zero) if str2 does not exist within
str1.

If
This function evaluates the first parameter. If this evaluates
to True it returns the second parameter. If not, it returns the
third parameter.

Syntax

IF(Test, TruePart, FalsePart)
Parameters
An expression that resolves to True or False
Test

The test conditions supported are <, <=, =, >=, >,
and <>.

Test conditions can be ANDed and ORed
together using AND and OR
An expression that resolves to a number (integer)
TruePart or text (string). Returned if Test evaluates to
True.
An expression that resolves to a number (integer)
FalsePart or text (string). Returned if Test evaluates to
False.

Examples

IF(%Player%.Held.Count = 0,
"none", "at least one")
IF(%Player% = "Character1" AND
%Player%.Held.Count > 0, "Wow!",
"")

LCase
This returns a text value in Lower Case.

Syntax

LCASE(str)
Parameters
str

An expression that resolves to text (string).

Example

LCASE("Testing") = "testing"

Left
This returns the requested number of characters from a
piece of text, starting from the left.

Syntax

LEFT(str, length)
Parameters
str

An expression that resolves to text (string).

Example

LEFT("Testing", 4) = "Test"

Len
This returns the length of a piece of text.

Syntax

LEN(str)
Parameters
str

An expression that resolves to text (string).

Example

LEN("Testing") = 7

Max
This returns the maximum of two numbers.

Syntax

MAX(val1, val2)
Parameters
val1 An expression that resolves to a number (integer).
val2 An expression that resolves to a number (integer).

Example

MAX(%Player%.Held.Count, 5) = 5

Mid
This returns the requested number of characters from a
piece of text, starting at the specified location.

Syntax

MID(str, start, length)
Parameters
str

An expression that resolves to text (string).
An expression that resolves to a number (integer) for
the start position in the text. This parameter is 0
start
indexed, i.e. to return characters starting from the
second character you would supply the value 1.
An expression that resolves to a number (integer) for
length
the number of characters to be returned.

Example

MID("Testing", 2, 4) = "stin"

Min
This returns the minimum of two numbers.

Syntax

MIN(val1, val2)
Parameters
val1 An expression that resolves to a number (integer).
val2 An expression that resolves to a number (integer).

Example

MIN(3, %variable%) = 3

OneOf
This randomly returns one of the supplied input parameters.
The function works on both numbers, and text values. Any
number of parameters can be supplied. This function is
basically the same as the EITHER function, but can take
more parameters.

Syntax

ONEOF(val1, val2, val3, ...)
Parameters
An expression that resolves to a number (integer) or
text (string).
An expression that resolves to a number (integer) or
val2
text (string).
An expression that resolves to a number (integer) or
val3
text (string).
val1

Example

ONEOF("one", "two", "three",
"four", "five") = "four"

PCase
This returns a text value in Proper (i.e. first letter capitalised,
the rest lower) Case.

Syntax

PCASE(str)
Parameters
str

An expression that resolves to text (string).

Example

PCASE("testing") = "Testing"

Rand
This returns a random number between two supplied values.

Syntax

RAND(val1, val2)
Parameters
val1 An expression that resolves to a number (integer).
val2 An expression that resolves to a number (integer).

Example

RAND(10, 15) = 11

Replace
This function replaces all instances of a piece of text with
another, inside another piece of text.

Syntax

REPLACE(Source, Find, Replace)
Parameters
An expression that resolves to text (string). This
Source will be returned by the function, with all instances of
Find replaced to Replace.
An expression that resolves to text (string). This is
Find
the text to search for.
An expression that resolves to text (string). This is
Replace
the text to replace any found text.

Example

REPLACE("one two three", "two",
"TWO") = "one TWO three"

Right
This returns the requested number of characters from a
piece of text, starting from the right.

Syntax

RIGHT(str, length)
Parameters
str

An expression that resolves to text (string).

Example

RIGHT("Testing", 4) = "ting"

Str
This converts a number to text.

Syntax

STR(val)
Parameters
val

An expression that resolves to a number (integer).

Example

VAL(7) = "7"

UCase
This returns a text value in Upper Case.

Syntax

UCASE(str)
Parameters
str

An expression that resolves to text (string).

Example

UCASE("Testing") = "TESTING"

Val
This converts text to a number. If the text does not represent
a number, zero will be returned.

Syntax

VAL(str)
Parameters
str

An expression that resolves to a number (integer) or
text (string).

Example

VAL("7") = 7
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Text Boxes
All multi-line text boxes within ADRIFT are completely flexible as to
how and what they display. They are designed to look simple at first
glance, with the user typing in basic descriptions. They all support
Syntax Highlighting to show functions, references, keys, comments
and variables. Alternative Descriptions can be used to append extra
text, or completely change the displayed message, based upon
Restrictions.

Preview
The Preview section has yet to be completed. When done, this will
allow you to see the text as it would appear in Runner. It will also
allow formatting to be applied in a WYSIWYG display.
If you wish to hide this tab (since it does nothing at the moment), you
can do this in Settings, removing the tick against Enable Preview.

Graphics
See Graphics sub-section.

Audio
See Sound sub-section.

Drag and Drop
As well as being able to drag and drop pieces of text into the text
boxes, you can also drag items from the main ADRIFT window into
the boxes too. This provides a quick way of creating functions. So for
example, if you drag a character from a list into a text window it will

pop up a menu asking which property of the character you wish to
display. By selecting one of these entries, the corresponding function
for your selection will be inserted into the text box at the cursor
location.
1. Open the edit form you wish to place a function on. (If the edit
window does NOT have a button on the windows taskbar, and you
tend to run Developer in full screen, you may wish to add it by
opening Settings and tick the Show all open windows in taskbar
option.)
2. Move the mouse to the folder window containing the item you wish
to use in the function.
3. Position the mouse over the item and hold down the left button and
"Drag" the item to the edit window you wish to add the item to. (If
the window is not visible you can drag the item down to the button
on the windows taskbar that represents the edit window. Wait a
moment until the edit window appears again, keeping the mouse
button held down, then continue dragging the item to the edit
window.)
4. Drag the item to the position in the text that you want to insert the
function.
5. Release the mouse button.
If we drag an item to a text box, one of the following menus will be
displayed. These will create the following functions in the text box:

Locations

Objects

Location.Name
Location
Location.Description
Location.Exits.List
Location.Objects.List
Object.Name
Object
Object.Description
Object.Children(On).List

Object.Contents.List
Object.Children.List
Object.Parent

Tasks

Task
%TaskCompleted[Task]%

Characters

Character.Name
Character
Character.Description
Character.Held.List
Character.Worn.List
Character.Location
Character.Parent

Events

Event.Length
Event.Position
Event

Properties

<Item Key>.Property
Property

Variables

%<Variable Name>%
Variable

HTML Mark-up
ADRIFT supports a number of HTML mark-up codes, allowing the
formatting of text to be enhanced. Mark-up codes are tags that can be
entered in the source code that denote the start or end of a style, such
as bold or italics.
The supported codes are as follows:
Start Tag

End Tag

Description

<audio [play
src="filename"/pause/stop]
{channel=X} {loop=[Y/N]}>
<b>
<br>
<c>
<center>
<cls>
<del>
<font {size={+/-}number}
{face=font_family}
{color=#RRGGBB} >

Play, pause or stop
an audio track on a
particular channel.
Display the text
</b>
between the tags in
bold.
(Break). Start a
new line.
Use alternate (i.e.
</c>
the same as the
input text) colour.
Centralise the text
</center>
between the tags.
Clear the screen.
Delete the previous
character. Useful
for tweaking
formatting.
</font> Change the current
font.
size: Sets the font
size to number px.
This can be an
absolute number, or
it can be an
adjustment to the
existing font size.
E.g. <font
size=18> will set
the font size to
18px, whereas
<font size=+2>
will simply increase
the font size by 2px.

face: Sets the font
to font_family. E.g.
<font
face="Courier">

<i>

<img src="filename">

<left>

<right>
<u>

color: Sets the font
colour to
hexadecimal code
#RRGGBB. In
addition, the
following named
colours are
supported: black,
blue, cyan, gray,
green, lime,
magenta, maroon,
navy, olive,
orange, pink,
purple, red, silver,
teal, white and
yellow.
Display the text
</i>
between the tags in
italics.
Displays an image.
Filename can also
be a URL.
Justify the text
between the tags to
</left>
the left side of the
screen.
Justify the text
between the tags to
</right>
the right side of the
screen.
</u>
Display the text
between the tags in

underline.
Wait for X seconds.
This supports the
use of decimal
places, e.g. <wait
0.5>.
Suspend text from
outputting until the
user presses a key.

<wait X>

<waitkey>

Because tags in ADRIFT are replaced, if you actually want to display
<> symbols in text, or display the name of a variable/function including
the percentage symbols, you need to encode these. The following
encodings are supported in ADRIFT:
Code
&gt;
&lt;
&perc;
&quot;

Output
>
<
%
"

The following codes are also supported:
Code

Meaning
A comment. This will not be output in
<!-- comment --> the final text, so is a useful way of
adding comments into text boxes.
See embedded expressions for more
<# expression #>
details.

Functions
A text box can just contain simple text, but to add variety to the text
being output you can insert variables, functions, references and
expressions anywhere in the text.

Variables are delimited by % symbols, so to display the contents of the
"Score" variable you must insert %Score% into the text.
Item functions are used to display the values of the properties of an
item (character, object or location). If you enter the key of an item
followed by a full-stop, ADRIFT will display a list of all of the properties
of that item from which you can select the one that you want. NOTE:
Keys are case sensitive, so you must match the key exactly as it is
defined.
General functions can be used to get the keys of the current player
character (%Player%), the only other character in the same room
(%AloneWithChar%) and the NPC that the player is talking to
(%ConvCharacter%). There are also useful functions to change the
case of some text, capitalise the first character, or display a random
number.
References are only available during the execution of a task. If a task
uses an object reference (i.e. %object% is used in the general tasks
command template) then you can use %object% to provide the key
for the functions above.
Expressions are for more complex equations than can be done with
nested functions. They can be used to calculate a mathematical
equation, perform text manipulation, or choose between different text
to display using an IF statement. An expression inserted into text
must be between the symbols <# and #>.
When the contents of the text box is displayed on the screen, ADRIFT
makes several passes through the text to substitute variables and
references with their contents, and the functions and expressions with
the result of evaluating them. This means that if a text variable
contains an expression, ADRIFT will replace the variable with its
contents in the first pass, then in the second pass it will recognise the
inserted expression and execute it.

Substitution occurs in the following order:
1. General Functions (recursively, including variable substitution)
2. Item functions (recursively)
3. Expressions (also includes function evaluation)
4. Text Overrides
5. Auto-capitalisation
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Alternative Descriptions
Alternative Descriptions allow you to customise any text
output based upon different restrictions. You can "layer up"
descriptions, or you can simply replace a whole set of text
with another.
Most text boxes in ADRIFT support alternative descriptions.
To create an alternative description, right-click in the text
box and select Add Alternative Description from the menu,
like so:

This will bring up two additional bits of information on the text
box. The first is a restriction for when this alternative
description should be displayed, along with a dropdown to
say how the description should be displayed.
The second, is a row of tabs along the bottom. Each tab
displays a separate description.

The Default Description will by default always be displayed
when the text box is output. Each tab following the default
description is evaluated to decide whether it should be
displayed or not. If there are no restrictions, or all restrictions
are passed, the text will be output. How it is output will
depend on the second dropdown. The options here are:
start description with - All tabs before the current tab
will be discarded, and the description will start with this
tab.
display this after default - All tabs between the default
description and the current tab will be ignored, so the
default description will be displayed, followed by this tab.
append this to previous - The current tab will simply be
appended to the previous tab.
Alternative descriptions default to the last option. If no
restrictions were added, and the second dropdown is left on
the default, the text on all tabs would be output, one after the
other.
Any number of restrictions can be added, by clicking the
icon. The first time you click on this, it will bring up the
restrictions editor. Subsequent times, it will bring up the
restrictions list editor, so you can add, remove or edit existing
restrictions.

The order of tabs is significant, since some descriptions can
completely ignore all previous tabs. You can change the
order of the tabs by dragging the tabs left or right. All tabs
except the default description can be moved, and dropped
anywhere except before the default.
You can rename all tabs (except the default)
by right-clicking on the tab and selecting
Rename Tab.
Renaming tabs can help you organise your descriptions, as
you can tell what each description is without having to select
it.

An Example
TBC
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Syntax Highlighting
Syntax within text areas of ADRIFT 5 are highlighted when
certain things are typed. This makes it clear that you are
calling a function, or referencing a key. This helps to
highlight if you have typed an invalid entry.
Keys are highlighted in red, for example:

Object12
General Functions are highlighted in blue, for example:

%ListExits[%Player%]%
Item Functions are highlighted in dark red, for example:

Player.Held.List
References are highlighted in green, for example:

%direction% or %object1%
Comments are highlighted in grey and italics, for example:

<!-- This is a comment -->
Variables are highlighted in purple, for example:

%score%
Embedded Expressions are highlighted in light blue, for
example:

<# OneOf("one", "two", "three")
#>
HTML tags are highlighted in purple, like so:

<b>This will be bold</b>
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Graphics
You can insert graphics into a piece of text by selecting the
Graphics tab on the right hand side. This provides a handy
preview and URL. You can enter a filename, or a URL from
the Internet here. Internet images will be downloaded on the
fly, which can minimize the size of your adventure. You can
also drag images onto the image preview or filename from a
browser.
By default, images will be displayed at the start of the section
of text. You can customise where this appears, or insert
multiple images, using the <img> tag. The format is

<img src="filename or url">
This is useful if, for example, you have <waitkey> or <wait
X> tags in your text. Also, you may want different images to
appear for different alternate descriptions.
If you wish to hide this tab, you can do this in Settings,
removing the tick against Enable Graphics.
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Sound
As with Graphics, you can insert an audio clip by selecting
the Audio tab on the right hand side. This provides three
main buttons, a channel selector, and a loop checkbox.

To add a sound, click the Play button. This will bring up a file
dialog box, where you can select a WAV, MP3 or MID file.
There are plans to allow OGG files in a future release.
Once you selected a sound, you can preview
the sound by right-clicking on the Play button.
You can have the audio loop indefinitely by selecting the
Loop checkbox.
ADRIFT can play multiple sounds at the same time. Each
individual sound that can be played must be on a separate
"channel". ADRIFT has 8 sound channels. This means you
can have background music on a particular channel, and
overlay different audio clips on other channels. By default,
everything will be on channel 1.

To pause a sound file (for example, you might want to pause
a piece of music when a particular piece of text is displayed),
left click on the Pause button. This will pause any piece of
audio on the selected channel. When you next select to play
sound on this channel, assuming it is the same audio clip
then it will resume where it left off.
To stop a sound file, left-click on the Stop button. If this
piece of music is played again, it will start from the beginning.
As with the Play button, you can right-click on the pause/stop
buttons to stop a piece of audio from being previewed.
As with graphics, you can control exactly when the sound will
be played using tags. This is useful in case you want to play
multiple sound effects in the same text box, or wish to play
the sound after a wait command. The syntax is:

<audio [play src="filename or
url"/pause/stop] {channel=X}
{loop=[Y/N]}>
Anything in [square brackets] is mandatory, {curly brackets}
is optional, and different options are separated by / symbols.
So for example:

<audio play src="myfile.mp3"
channel=2 loop=Y>
or

<audio pause channel=3>.
If channel is omitted, channel 1 will be used.
If you wish to hide this tab, you can do this in Settings,
removing the tick against Enable Audio.
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Settings
General
TBC

Libraries
See the Libraries section for further details.
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Libraries
A library is a pre-defined set of items, usually tasks and
properties, that you can use within your game. Most games
will use the same basic commands (such as go north,
examine the object, pick up the object,
inventory, talk to character etc). It would be silly
for every author to have to write tasks to do these same
things over and over, and so libraries allow commonly used
functions to be pre-defined.
To see which libraries you currently have selected, go to
Settings > Libraries.
This screen lists all libraries that have been defined. The
default installation should add a reference to the Standard
Library. Any library with a tick next to it will be used in any
game you edit.

The default is for library items to be hidden. If you want to be
able to see and edit library tasks directly in Developer, deselect the Hide Library Items checkbox.
You can add new libraries by clicking on the Add New
Library button. Once added, you can enable or disable it by
selecting the checkbox next to the item. You can remove the
library permanently by selecting the Remove Library button.

Loading Libraries
Every time you load up an adventure, ADRIFT compares the
items in your adventure with the items in the library. If the
library has been updated, ADRIFT attempts to update your

adventure with the updated library items. This is to take
advantage of any improvements to the library. You can
control the way ADRIFT updates your adventure by selecting
one of the following from the When loading a newer library
item than in the current adventure dropdown:
Prompt per library - If any items in the library are newer
than the corresponding item in your adventure, ADRIFT
will prompt you to ask if you want to update the
adventure. If you select Yes, ADRIFT will overwrite any
item in your adventure that has a more recent item in the
library. This is the default.
Prompt per item - If any item in the library is newer than
the corresponding item in your adventure, ADRIFT will
prompt you for each individual item whether you wish to
update it. If you select Yes, ADRIFT will overwrite the
item in your adventure with the item in the library. Select
this if you want fine control over anything updated in the
library. If you have customised any of the library tasks, it
also makes sense to select this option so that a library
update on a particular task doesn't overwrite your
customisation.
Always overwrite - Every item in your adventure that has
a newer version in the library will be overwritten by the
library item. If you never customise the library tasks, it
makes sense to select this item so you always receive the
latest library updates.
Never overwrite - Items in your adventure will never be
updated with newer items in the library. Select this if you
often customise library items or are happy with your
current setup and do not want anything to change.

ADRIFT supports multiple libraries. This means you can
create libraries that do specific things (for example, you could
have a day/night/time system packaged up in a separate
library), or a layered clothing library, or a battle system.
Because these are fairly bespoke things that not everyone
would want, they can be split out into separate libraries. If
you want to include the functionality from one particular
library, all you need to do is select that library.
If two libraries reference the same key (for example, the
standard library has a "Look" task with the key "Look", and
you might have a DayNight library task that had a
customised version of the "Look" task, also with the key
"Look"), then one of two things can happen. If the task from
the second library has the On load, if another task exists
with the same key, this should replace it checkbox
selected (see the Advanced section of tasks), then the
second Look will override the first one, and only one Look
task will be imported. If neither of the tasks has this
checkbox, or the first one does, then both tasks will be
imported. For this reason, the order that libraries are loaded
is important. You can change the order that they are loaded
with the Up and Down buttons.

Creating Libraries
Library files are just ADRIFT Modules. However, careful
consideration needs to be made before creating a library.

Keys
If ADRIFT loads a library with the same key as found in
another library or the main adventure, you may find that your

library item is overridden by the other item. To prevent this,
you should ensure your keys are unique. You can either do
this by setting a unique key prefix in Options > Advanced,
or by editing the library in a text editor such as Notepad, and
replacing any key names with something more suitable. NB if you do this, you should ensure you also change the names
of any keys referenced elsewhere in the library.
However, you should also ensure that any items that are
designed to override standard items (for example, if you have
configured a "Look" task that should override the standard
library task) then you should also ensure that this key is
identical to the standard library key.

Amendments
Currently, ADRIFT only lets you export an entire game as a
module (there is an outstanding item to enhance this). This
means, that if you wish to create a library, you need to make
a few small tweaks to the module. To do this, edit the
module created in a text editor such as Notepad, then
remove the following sections:
Title - This appears near the top of the file
Author - This appears near the top of the file
ShowExits - This appears near the top of the file
Map - This appears at the end of the file
You can then save the text file, and add it as a library.
NB. This process will be automated soon.
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The Standard Library
TBC
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The Map
The ADRIFT map provides a 3 Dimensional view of the world
the player is in. Each location on the map is represented by a
rectangle, and each connection between locations is drawn by
a line. Because the map is 3D, up/down directions can also
be shown,

The map in Developer is a designer, so locations can be
added directly on the map, and the layout can be configured
within the map itself. See further details on connecting
locations.
For a video demonstration of the ADRIFT map, click here.

Controls
The map controls within Developer are as follows:

When the mouse is not over anything:
Right-click and drag will move the entire map around
Left-click and drag will rotate the map
Left-click and release will de-select any selected nodes
Shift + Left-click and drag will lasso select nodes
Double-click will add a new node. The new node
automatically starts in edit mode, so typing at this point will
change the location name.

When the mouse is over a node/location:
Left-click and release will select and activate the node
Left-click and drag will move the node (or nodes) around
on its current Z axis
Right-click and release will select and activate the node,
and display the node menu
Ctrl + Left-click will toggle the selection of the node
Double-click will edit the location

When the mouse is over an anchor:
Left-click and drag will move the anchor.

If the anchor belongs to a node, it will resize the node
If the anchor is a mid-point of a link, it will re-shape the
link
Double-click will create a new link, or edit a current link
Clicking on another anchor will complete the link
Pressing Escape will cancel the link
Right-click and release will select and activate the link,
and display the link menu

Keyboard shortcuts
Ctrl-U will move any selected nodes up
Ctrl-D will move any selected nodes down
You can completely rebuild the map from the
location exits by selecting the map and
pressing Ctrl-Shift-R. Only do this if the map
has become corrupt or you wish to start over
again, as the operation is irreversible other
than by restoring the adventure.
If you create a new location in your adventure, and do not link
it to any other locations, ADRIFT will create a new page on
the map, and create the location on this page. You can move
locations from one page to another by right-clicking on them,
and selecting Move to page. You can also rename each
page by right-clicking on the tab and selecting Rename Page.
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Connecting locations using the Map
If you click the mouse in on a location on the map, it becomes
selected, changing its colour to yellow.
The location can now be dragged to a different position on the
map using the left mouse button, or deleted with the Delete
key on the keyboard.
The eight anchor points that appear as small orange boxes
around the edge are used to resize the location rectangle.
If you move the mouse over one of the anchors, it will change
to a double-headed resize arrow, and you can hold down the
left mouse button to drag that edge or corner, changing the
size of the location rectangle.

Click on the map background to de-select the location.
If you move the mouse to the position of one of the anchors,
then that one box becomes visible.

You can't use it to resize the rectangle for a location that's not
selected, but you can double-click on it to create a new link.
Each anchor corresponds to one of the compass directions
listed on the directions tab of the location, with north at the
top.
If you double-click on the right-hand anchor then it creates a
link heading east from that location. This is shown as an
arrow pointing away from the location:

Notice that when you move the mouse, the end of the link
follows it:

Move the end of the link to the desired anchor on the location
you want to link to. Here we have moved the mouse over the
left side of the location until the anchor appears (so we are
joining to its west direction).

Single-clicking on the destination anchor joins the link to it,
and the line colour will change from orange to grey. This

creates the appropriate entries on the direction tabs of both
locations, which you can see by editing the location (which
you can do by double-clicking on the location).

The player will now be able to walk east from the TV Room
into the Lounge and west from the Lounge to the TV Room.
If we drag either location, the link says attached at both ends
and will stretch and bend as required.

It is not necessary to always connect west to east, you can
create a curved link that goes north from one location and
enters the second location from the west:

If you move the mouse over either end of a link then the
anchor's at both ends will become visible. Right-click on an

anchor to display the context menu:

The context menu options are as follows:
Edit Link - Not functional in current version. Double click
the Location and go to Directions tab to edit the link.
One-way Link - This makes the link one-way. The player
will only be able to move in the direction in which the link
was originally drawn, and not back again. A one-way link
will be shown on the map as an arrow indicating the
direction of possible travel:

Add Restrictions - Not functional in current version. Go
to Direction tab of Location to add restrictions. Links with
restrictions are shown as a dotted line.
Delete Link - Completely removes the link from both
locations.
Add Anchor - Allows the path of the link to be altered to
go around obstacles.

Extra anchors are used when you have links that cross-over
other locations or are hard to follow:

If you select Add Anchor from the context menu, then an
anchor will be added mid-way along the link. By dragging this
anchor with the mouse, the curve of the link can be altered to
go around the obstruction:

You can add as many anchors as you want, so quite complex
paths are possible:

NB. You can only right-click on one of the end anchors, not
one of the new anchors.
Anchors are added along the link in the reverse direction to
which the link was drawn, so start at the end that was
attached last, create an anchor, move it into position, then do
the next anchor working back towards the start.
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Options
Options allows you to customise the particular game you are
working on.

TBC
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Advanced
TBC
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Tutorials
The ADRIFT tutorials are grouped into three different
sections; beginner, intermediate and advanced.
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Beginner Tutorials
The following tutorials should be easy to follow for someone
just starting to use ADRIFT.
Blocking an exit - Learn how to prevent the player from
moving in a particular direction.
Dark rooms - Learn how to make locations dark unless
you are holding a light source.
Displaying something Once - Learn how to show a
piece of text once, so that every subsequent time it shows
something else.
Doors - Learn how to create a door that can be viewed
from both sides, which blocks the route in a particular
direction if the door is closed or locked.
Fake Exits - Learn how to show an exit on the map that
isn't really there.
Random Responses - Learn an easy way to display text
randomly.
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Blocking an exit
There are many situations where you might want to prevent
the player from moving in a particular direction.
Look for the BlockExits.taf file in the Samples
folder for an example you can load up.
There are two ways that you can block an exit in ADRIFT.
The way you do it depends whether or not you want the exit
to show up on the map.
We are going to use the following layout in this example. The
player starts off in location "Start", and will be restricted from
moving both North and South until the player types "one" and
"two" respectively.

Hiding the exit
If you want the exit to be hidden on the map until the player is
able to move in that direction, you must add the restrictions to
the direction within the location.
In the Directions tab of the location, click on the icon next
to the <No Restrictions Defined> dropdown next to the
direction you want to restrict the movement of. This will bring
up the Restriction editor. Add whatever restriction you want.
In this example, we have required that a particular task must
have been run.

This will update the Direction like so:

In Runner, if you try to move North you will get the above error
message stating that you cannot. In addition, the exit will not
show up on the map:

Once you have passed the restriction on the direction (i.e. you
have typed "one"), the exit will show up. When you move to
the location, the link will show up as a dotted line, showing
that the restriction was previously restricted, like so:

Showing the exit
If you want the exit to show up on the map but still want to
prevent movement, you can override the Player Movement
task.
To do this, create a new Specific Task and select the Player
Movement from the task dropdown, keeping override
selected in the first dropdown.
In the Direction reference, select South, i.e. the direction you
want to block.

Ensure that you have selected the Task is Repeatable
checkbox, so the movement task is overridden every time.
As it stands, this would now block every movement South in
the whole game, so we need to add a couple of restrictions.
We need to specify that:
The player is at the location we want to restrict the
movement from, and
The restriction we want to impose on this direction is still in
place.

The output text from both of these restrictions should be left
blank, otherwise they would override the default player
movement task.

In Runner, if you now try to move South you will get the above
error message saying you cannot. In contrast to the North
exit, the exit south will always be displayed on the map.
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Dark Rooms
Dark Rooms are locations where you can only see the
description of the room and examine objects in that room if
there is some sort of light source nearby. Normally this
would be some sort of hand held light source like a torch or a
lantern.
The ADRIFT Standard Library has built in functionality to
handle dark rooms.
Look for the DarkRoom.taf file in the Samples
folder for an example you can load up.

Specifying the dark rooms
To mark a room as a dark room, simply edit the Dark
Locations group, and select all rooms that should be dark:

Creating light sources
To create a light source, simply create your object, then add
it to the Light Sources group:

And that's all there is to it. The Look and Examine tasks
use these two groups to decide whether or not to display the
normal descriptions, or alternative ones.
If you want an object to become a light source in the game,
you can simply add or remove it from the Light Sources
group using task actions. Similarly, if a location should
suddenly become a dark location, you can add or remove it
from the Dark Locations group in the same way.

Interacting with hidden objects
Using the above technique, objects will be hidden from view
and cannot be examined. But they are still actually there.
There are three things you can do here:

Leave the objects as they are - This will allow the player
to still interact with them if they know they are there.
Move the objects away - You would need to create a
task that moves all objects in the location to a "store"
location when there is no light source, and back again
when a light source is nearby.
Modify the library tasks - You can modify the specific
actions you don't want to allow to take place on the
objects. This is probably the best approach as it gives
you most flexibility. For example, you could modify the
Take Objects From Location task by adding a restriction
that (Player must be in same location as any object in
group Light Sources OR Player must not be in group Dark
Rooms), so that you can only take objects if you can see
them.
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Displaying something Once
There may be times when you only want to display something
once. This is easy if the thing you are displaying is part of a
task - you just need to ensure your task is not repeatable.
However, what if it is a location, object or character
description.
ADRIFT provides a very handy way to show descriptions once
only.
Add the description that you only want do show once. Then
right-click in the text box and select the Only Display Once
item on the menu. This will add a check against the menu
item.

Then right-click again and select Add Alternative
Description to add a new tab.
Anything you write in the first text box will only be displayed
once. Any subsequent output of the description will display
the second description only.

When using the Only Display Once option,
the restrictions at the top of the text box
following the one you are displaying just once
are effectively ignored.
So in the above example, we might get the following when
playing the game:

> look
Wow! The first impression of this
room is astounding! There are
crystals everywhere.
> look
You are in the crystal cavern.
are crystals everywhere.

There

You can also layer up more than one tab with
the Only Display Once option set, so you
could get multiple tabs that are only displayed
once, one after the other.
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Doors
Many games use closed or locked doors to keep the player
out of certain areas until they have completed earlier parts of
the game, perhaps by having to find a key or being given one
by another character as a reward for completing a quest.
In this tutorial we are going to create a doorway between a
hallway and a study.

The Door
A closed door blocks the path between two locations, so it
must exist as a static object in both of them.
We could place a separate "door" object at each location, but
then it would be difficult to synchronise them so they are both
open, closed or locked at the same time. Fortunately ADRIFT
provides a better way. You can place a single static object in
several locations by using a location group.
Start off by creating a door. This should be a static object, so
click on the Object button on the main toolbar. Give the
object a sensible name and description, like so:

Because we want this door to appear in two locations instead
of one, rather than select Single Location from the
dropdown, select Location Group. This allows the object to
exist in any number of groups. Because we haven't yet
defined a group, click on the icon to create a new one.
Give the group a sensible name, leave the Group Type as
Locations, then select the location either side of the door, like
so:

Click OK. The group should now be selected in the dropdown
for the object location.
We now need to specify that the door can be opened and
closed. Click on the Properties tab, and tick the Object can
be opened and closed checkbox. Once ticked, this adds
another couple of properties to the list, one of which is Open
status. This defaults to Open, so change this to Closed like
so:

Click OK to add the object. We will come back to this later
when we discuss locking further down this tutorial.

Restricting movement
Now that we have an openable door object, we can use the
status of this as a restriction in the player movement between
the hall and the study.
Open one of the locations (in this example we are editing the
Study, but you could also edit the Hall), and select the
Directions tab. Click on the icon next to the <No

Restrictions Defined> entry against the direction you want to
add the restriction. This will bring up the Restriction editor.
Fill in the details like so:

Click OK. This will now list the restriction against the direction
from one location to the other.

Click OK to update the location. If you have a restriction on
the movement from one location to another, you may also
want this same restriction on the movement the other way, so
ADRIFT asks if you would like to copy the restriction over like
so:

In this example, we do (because we also don't want to be able
to move from the hall to the study unless the door is open), so
click Yes.
If you save and play the game now, you should have a door
between the two locations that must be opened to be able to
move from one to the other.

Describing the sides differently
Sometimes you might want the different sides of the doors to
be described differently. For example, the outside might have
a letterbox or knocker.
To do this, add an alternative description.
For example, we can append an additional description to the
main door description by adding a restriction that the player
must be in the hall. If so, we can say there's a sign on the
door:

Likewise, you can add another alternative description for
anything additional you want to say about the other side of the
door.

Locked Doors
The ADRIFT standard library has built in functionality for
simple locks - that is one key per lock. To use this, we first
need to create a key.
So create a new dynamic object, give it a suitable name, and
set the initial location where you would like it to start off.

We now need to modify the door we created earlier. So
double-click the door in the Objects list, and select the
Properties tab.
Earlier, we said that the door can be opened and closed, but
we didn't tick the Object can be locked property. Tick this
now. You will see that it now adds an additional property,
where the key must be specified. The Key for lock dropdown
lists all the dynamic objects in the game. Select the key we
just created.

Because we have said that the door can now be locked, the
Open status of the door now offers an additional status of
Locked. So change this dropdown from Closed to Locked.

Click OK to update the door.
If you now save your game, you should find that you have to
unlock the door with the key before being able to open it.

Latched Doors

When a game requires the player to periodically return to a
home base it will often provide a short-cut to a later area that
only becomes available after the player has completed that
area.
One way to do this is to have a door that can only be opened
from one side.
Rather than making the door lockable, as above (which
means we have to use a key), we can prevent the user from
being able to open the door from one side, by adding an
override on the open door action.
Repeat the steps above, to make a closable door.
Decide which side you want to block the route from, then
right-click on the door object and select Add Specific Task >
open door. This will bring up the New Task editor, predefined to override the Open objects task for the specified
door.

You also need to ensure that the task is repeatable, because
you want to block the open command every time it is
attempted, so tick the Task is Repeatable checkbox.
Click on the Restrictions tab, and add a restriction so that the
above task only kicks in on the side of the door we don't want
to be able to open, like so:

The description must be left blank, because if the character
isn't in this location, we want the default task to run. If we did
put a description in here, this task failing would still override
the default task.
Click OK to add the restriction, then OK to add the task.
If you now save and run your game, you should find you can
only open the door from one side.
If you wanted to be more descriptive you could add a similar
specific task for the location on the side of the door we can
open to display a more informative message such as "You
lift the latch and slide the door open". This
would be set to run before the general task with the Execute
parent actions checkbox ticked so the door still opens.
Display parent message can optionally be selected if you
want to display something like "(First lifting the
latch)" followed by the default message.
You may want to create a static "Latch" object as part of the
door (right-click on the door object and select Add SubObject) in case the player tries to "examine latch" or

"open latch". The description could just say that the door
can be opened easily from this side, but not the other. It
would therefore be sensible to handle "open latch" to also
open the door, but remember to only allow it from the correct
side.
You may also want to consider adding a task to handle
unlatching objects. And you might also want to override the
unlock door command with a sensible message.
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Fake Exits
You might sometimes want to display an exit on the map that
doesn't really go anywhere, giving the impression that the
player can go that way, but providing some reason as to why
not.
The way to do this in ADRIFT is to create a "fake" exit, then
override the player movement task.
Look for the BlockExits.taf file in the Samples
folder for an example you can load up.
To create a fake exit, simply create a link back to the same
location. You can either do this from the Location Editor, or
directly on the map. If adding the link on the map, you must
select any anchor on the location other than the one the exit
is coming from.
This will now display an exit from the location that goes
nowhere:

In reality, if you leave it like that, if you go East from Start it
will take you back to Start. This is fine if that is the behaviour

you want (it can be useful for creating infinite areas like an
endless forest etc), but normally you would want to override
this.
To do this, create a new Specific Task and select the Player
Movement from the task dropdown, keeping override
selected in the first dropdown.
In the Direction reference, select East, i.e. the direction you
want to block.

Ensure that you have selected the Task is Repeatable
checkbox, so the movement task is overridden every time.
As it stands, this would now block every movement East in
the whole game, so we need to add a restriction to specify
that the player is at the location we want to restrict the
movement from.
The output text from this restriction should be left blank,
otherwise it would override the default player movement task.
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Random Responses
There are two main ways you can display random text in
ADRIFT. You can either use an embedded expression, or an
array.

Using Expressions
The easiest way to create a random response is to use an
embedded expression.
In any text box, you can embed an expression by placing it
between two special tags, <# and #>.
The most useful functions we can use for random text are the
Either function, or the OneOf function.
So for example, we can have just part of our response
random, like so:

Looking out the car window you see
a <# OneOf("red", "green", "blue")
#> <# Either("car", "lorry") #>.
Or we could make the entire text returned random, like so:

<# OneOf(
"A small gust of wind blows,
making the trees rustle.",
"A little bird nearby makes a
few tweeting noises.",
"Far in the distance you can
hear a church bell ringing.")
#>

Using Arrays
Another way of returning a random response is to use an
array.
This is not quite so straightforward, but if you have a lot of
responses it can be a little bit cleaner. It also allows you to
use the same responses in multiple places in your game.
Firstly, create a text variable, and select the Variable is an
Array checkbox.
Enter each individual response on a separate line in the Initial
Values box. You do not need to set the length, as this will be
automatically calculated as you enter the values.

To obtain an individual value from an array, we need to
specify the index from the array that we wish to access. We
could do this by creating a variable but we would then have to
have a task action set the variable to a random value. Again,
the easiest way to do this is to just use an expression, like so:

%AlanRemarks[RAND(1,14)]%
This will select one of the 14 entries from the array at random.
Array arguments are evaluated as Expressions,
and so we do not need to embed them here,
keeping the variable call simple.
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Intermediate Tutorials
The following tutorials are slightly more complicated than the
beginner tutorials, but should still be relatively easy to follow
once you understand the beginner tutorials.
Notebooks - Learn how to create an object that you can
write anything into, and read back what you have written.
Torches that run out - Learn how to create a torch that
you can switch on and off, and that will eventually run out
if left on for too long.
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Notebooks
A notebook is an object that the character can carry around
with them, but also write notes in. Implementing this is
actually very straightforward.

Creating the Notebook
The first thing we need to do is actually create a notebook
object. This is just a dynamic object with a readable property.
So firstly, create a new object and give it a suitable name
such as "notebook". You might also want to give it an alias of
"book".

I have set the start location for the book to just be held by the
player character.
On the Properties tab, select the Object is readable
property. Because we want the notebook to have a different
description when read to just examining it, also select the ...
and description when read property. This can be left blank.
We will modify this property later.

Click OK to add the object.

Writing in the book
To write in the book, we need to create a new verb that
ADRIFT understands, since "write" is not a command in the
standard library. So create a new General task and give it the
command "write %text%".

%text% is a reference. This will match anything the player
types, much like a wildcard, but also stores the matched text
in the %text% reference which you can use in text and
expressions.
So we can echo back to the player what they just typed, like
so:

On the Restrictions tab, add a restriction that we must be
able to see the notebook, like so:

And then on the Actions tab, add an action that sets the ...
and description when read property to the following
expression:

If this expression seems a bit confusing, what this is doing is
setting the description when you read the book to three things
concatenated together.
The first is Object1.ReadText. That is simply the ...
and description when read property of the book (with
key Object1).
The second is the quoted text "<br>". <br> is the HTML
markup for a new line.
The third is the %text% reference, i.e. the text the user
just typed in.

So this action will set the read description to the current read
description, plus a new line, plus the text the user just typed.
Or in other words, it will simply append the text the user
typed onto the property.
Make sure you make the task repeatable by ticking the Task
is Repeatable checkbox, then click OK to add the task.
If you now play the game, you should find that you can type
"write <whatever>" to write in the notebook, and if you
type "read notebook" you should see all the things you
have written in the book.

Enhancing the notebook
The above should work fine, but it is a little rough around the
edges. Firstly, it would be nice to know that you have written
in the book when you just examine it. So we can create an
alternative description to give us this extra information.
Edit the notebook object, and add a new alternative
description, setting it to append to previous text. Add a
restriction that the read description for the notebook must not
be expression "" (i.e. blank), like so:

And then add text to say that the book has been written in.
Give the alternative description tab a suitable name:

Enhancing reading the notebook
With the above implementation, when you read the notebook
it will simply echo back everything you have written into it. It
would be nicer to have some sort of description around what
you've written.
Currently, the "read <object>" library task will just return
%object%.ReadText, i.e. the ... and description when
read property of the referenced object.
We can change this by overriding the Read objects task for
the notebook. So right-click on the notebook object in the
objects list and select Add Specific Task > read a notebook
(or you can just add a new task, set it to Specific and select
the notebook for the object). This will bring up the task editor,
set to override the Read objects task for the notebook.
Type the name of the notebook key (you can drag the
notebook onto the text box to get it's key), then type a dot,
then type ReadText. This will now return the read description
of the notebook, in the same way as the default task. You can
now enter some surrounding text to improve the readability of
the book, like so:

Notice that we have used HTML markup to italicise the text
we have written.
We can also add an additional restriction for this task, so that
if we try to read it before anything has been written in the
notebook, we give a sensible reply. We can use the same
restriction as we added to the notebook object itself, but this
time we give an error message:

You might also want to create a pen object, and add a
restriction to the write task that you must be holding the pen.
As a further exercise, you might want to create a task that
accepts "write %text% in %object%", so that the player
can be more explicit. If you do this, you can redirect the
"write %text%" command to the new task by executing the
other task, passing %text% and Object1 as parameters.
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Torches that run out
This tutorial will build on the Dark Rooms tutorial from the
Beginner section.
By the end of this tutorial you should be able to create a torch
with the following properties:
It has an on/off state, and the commands "turn on
torch" and "turn off torch" (amongst others) will
affect that state.
When it is on and it has battery power, it functions as a
light source.
When it is on, the remaining battery power drains.
When the battery power reaches zero, it will show an
appropriate message.
Examining it will reveal whether it is switched on or off. In
addition, if it has battery power, it will be described as
"shining brightly" or "shining dimly", depending
on how much power is remaining.
Look for the TorchBattery.taf file in the
Samples folder for an example you can load
up.

The Torch
Firstly, we need to create our torch object. The torch is
dynamic since we can move it about. However, we are going
to be able to switch the torch on and off. Because the torch

will initially be off, we don't need to mark it as being a light
source.

I have just placed the torch in the Player's hands.
To make the torch switchable, select the Properties tab, then
select the Object can be turned off and on property. Select
off as the default value.

Now that we have made it switchable, we can use the status
of the object within our description.
Click Apply to save the object. This will add the torch to the
list of objects in Developer. Select the Description tab again
and type " The torch is currently switched ". We
need to get the object key. If you have the Show Keys on
Edit forms turned on in Settings then this will be displayed in
the object editor title bar. If so, just type it into the description.
If not, then drag the torch object from the list in Developer
onto the description of the torch. This will bring up a menu
like so:

Select Object Key from the menu. This will insert the key into
the description. We can now use an Item Function to get the
current value of the On/Off property. Type a dot after the
object key. This will bring up a menu of the properties that the
object has. Select Object can be turned off and on, press
Tab, and add a full stop after the function. This should now
look something like so:

When we play the game, Object1.CanBeTurnOffAndOn
will be replaced with either "on" or "off".

The battery
We are going to create the battery power as an Integer
property of the torch. That is to say, an integer value
(number) assigned specifically to the torch object.
Go back to the Properties tab and click on Add New
Property. This will default the property editor to properties of
objects.

Give the property a name, then set Type to Integer. Select
the Mandatory checkbox because we want to enforce a
battery power for our torch. We just want this to be a normal
integer, so you can leave the next two dropdowns as they are.
We also do not need to worry about restricting the property, so
leave the next two dropdowns as they are.
It wouldn't make any sense for any other object to have this
property, so select the Private to object 'a torch' checkbox.
This will prevent this property from appearing in any other
object property lists. If you can't see this checkbox then it
means you just clicked on Property from the main toolbar,
and so ADRIFT doesn't know which object it might apply to.
Either open from the object itself, or wait until you have
assigned the property to a single item, and the checkbox will
become available.
You should now have the following:

If you wish, you can also give the property a description like
so:

This will appear as a tool tip when you hover the mouse over
the property in the Objects list.
Click OK to add the new property.
Battery Power should now appear in the list of properties for
the torch, and will be pre-selected (since it's mandatory). Set
the value to, say, 100. This will be the number of moves the
player is able to make with the torch on before it runs out.

Click OK to add the torch.

Enabling Light
To enable or disable the torch from being a light source, we
need to add or remove it from the LightSources group.
The trigger for adding or removing the torch from the
LightSources group is when the torch is turned on or off.
Select the torch in the Objects list, right-click on it and select
Add Specific Task > switch a torch on. This will bring up

the task editor, and default the settings to override the switch
object on task.
We don't actually want to override this task - we just want to
do something extra when it is run. So change the override
dropdown and select run after. This means the normal
behaviour for turning the torch on will still work.
Add a description, stating that the light has come on.

Because we only want the light to actually come on if there is
any juice left in the battery, we need to add a restriction.
Select the Restrictions tab and click Add.

Add a restriction that the battery power must be greater than
zero, like so:

So now, if the player turns the torch on and there is no battery
power left, they will be told that the torch has not come on,
and we won't add it to the Light Sources group.
Now select the Actions tab. Click Add to add a new action.
Add an action to add the torch object to the Light Sources
group, like so:

Finally, make sure you tick the Task is Repeatable checkbox,
as we want this task to run every time we switch the torch on.
Click OK to add the task.

We now need to add a second task, this time to remove the
torch from the Light Sources group when we turn it off.
So select the torch in the Objects list again, right-click on it
and this time select Add Specific Task > switch a torch off.
This will bring up the task editor, and default the settings to
override the switch object off task.
Again, we don't actually want to override this task - we just
want to do something extra when it is run. So change the
override dropdown and select run after.
Add a description, this time stating that the light has gone off.

We only need to do anything if the torch is actually on, so add
a restriction to say that the torch must be in the Light Sources
group, like so:

We don't need to add a message in the restriction, because if
this restriction fails we just want the default message from the
switch object off task to display, so just click OK to add the
restriction.
Now select the Actions tab. Click Add to add a new action.
Add an action to remove the torch object from the Light
Sources group, like so:

And again, make sure you tick the Task is Repeatable
checkbox, as we want this task to run every time we switch
the torch off.
Click OK to add the task.

Running down the battery
So now we have a fully functional torch that we can turn on
and off. We now want the torch to slowly run out if it is left on.
To do this, we need to use an Event.
Click Event on the main toolbar to create a new event, and
give it a suitable name for the torch running out.

Our event needs to be running all the time, as it basically has
to monitor the torch. So the event should start off Running,
should last 1 turn, and should Repeat event on completion.

Select the Sub Events tab, and click Add Sub Event.
We need to run a task every turn, which will check to see if
the torch is on, and if so, decrement the battery. So select the
following options in the sub event:

Because we haven't yet built the task we need to run, click the
icon next to the task dropdown to create a new task. This
will bring up the task editor.
We want to create a task that can only be called from the
event, so set the Task Type to System. This defaults to Only
if called by event/task, so leave it on that setting.
Give the task a suitable name, such as "Drain battery".

We need to add a restriction here so that the battery only
drains if the torch is on. So set the restriction like so:

We don't want to have any output message here if the
restriction fails.
If you wanted to, you could also add a restriction to say that
the battery power of the torch must be > 0, just so we don't
drain the battery below zero.
Click on the Actions tab, and click Add to add a new action.
We want to decrease the value of the battery power, so create
an action to set it to the current battery power
(Object1.Property1 in this example) minus 1.

Click OK to add the action, and Apply to apply the task.

It would be nice to give the player some sort of warning that
the battery is running low. So go back to the Description tab,
and add an alternative description. When the battery power
has dropped to a set level (say 10), we want to display a
message. So click on the icon to add a new restriction with
the following settings:

Click OK to add the restriction.
Add some text to give an early warning that the torch will run
out. Set the description to start description with, and relabel
the tab to something suitable:

You can continue adding more alternative descriptions for the
torch running out.
Once you have added all the descriptions you want, click OK
to add the task. It should now appear in the dropdown in the
Sub Event you were creating. Click OK to add the event.
We can also use the fact that the torch is in the Light Sources
group to say that the light is on, and the value of the battery
power of the torch (Object1.Property1 in our example) to
say whether the torch light is bright or dim, by adding an
embedded expression in an additional alternative description
for the torch itself, like so:

Killing the battery
Finally, once the battery reaches zero, we want to kill the
battery and turn off the torch.
The simplest way to do this, is have the Drain battery task run
a second task that will remove the torch from the Light
Sources group if the battery power reaches zero.
So create a new System task which has a suitable
description for the battery going dead:

Add a restriction that the battery power of the torch is zero:

And add an action to remove the torch from the light sources
group:

Click OK to add the task.
Now edit the Drain battery task and create a new action to
(try to) run the Battery goes dead task:

Click OK to update the task.
And that's it! Save your game and try it out. Be sure to add
some locations to the Dark Locations group so that they only
show up when you have a lit torch with you.
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Modules
ADRIFT 5 Modules are simply the same data that is stored in
a TAF, but in an uncompressed text format. The data format
used to encode modules is XML, so modules can be viewed
or edited with an appropriate XML editor or viewer such as
Notepad or Internet Explorer.
Modules can also be used as Libraries.

An Example
If we create a location that looks like so:

This would export as the following XML in a module:

<Location>
<Key>Location1</Key>
<ShortDescription>
<Description>
<DisplayWhen>StartDescriptionWithThis
</DisplayWhen>
<Text>The Livingroom</Text>
</Description>
</ShortDescription>
<LongDescription>
<Description>
<DisplayWhen>StartDescriptionWithThis
</DisplayWhen>
<Text>There is a large rug,
and a sofa here. To one side, sits a
fireplace.</Text>
</Description>
<Description>
<DisplayWhen>AppendToPreviousDescript
ion</DisplayWhen>
<Text>The fire is glowing a
bright orange, giving the room a
lovely warm feel.</Text>
<TabLabel>Fire
burning</TabLabel>
</Description>
</LongDescription>
<Movement>
<Direction>East</Direction>

<Destination>Location2</Destination>
</Movement>
</Location>
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Simple Mode
Simple Mode hides some of the more advanced features of
ADRIFT. You can enable or disable Simple Mode in Settings
and selecting the checkbox, or by double-clicking on the
fourth panel on the status-bar at the bottom of Developer.
TBC
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Advanced Techniques
Passing parameters between tasks - explain how
parameters can be passed from one task to another,
allowing you to check conditions on a subset of objects.
TBC
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Troubleshooting
No libraries loaded
If, when starting up Developer, you get the following
message:

This means that you either have no libraries installed, or no
libraries selected. Click Yes to automatically go to the
Settings > Libraries page. Here, you must add or select a
library. Unless you have your own custom library, you would
normally select StandardLibrary.amf. If the list is blank, you
will need to click Add New Library and browse for the
Standard Library.

Compatibility with previous versions
ADRIFT 5 can load ADRIFT 3.9 and 4.0 games, both in
Developer and Runner. Due to the fact that ADRIFT5 is a
complete rewrite and a new design, there are some subtle
differences between the game being run on previous

versions of Runner, and ADRIFT 5 Runner. If you find any
differences that makes a material difference to your game,
please email me.
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Glossary
Term

Definition
If ADRIFT is unsure about which object or
character you are referring to, it might
Disambiguation need to ask an additional question to work
out which of the possible objects or
characters you mean.
Each "thing" that can be created in
ADRIFT is referred to as an "Item". So
items are Locations, Objects, Tasks,
Item
Characters, Events, Variables, Groups,
Properties, Text Overrides and Hints. All
items have keys to identify them.
Each Item has a unique "key" to identify it.
This is comprised of letters and numbers.
By default, each item key will be the type
Key
of item, followed by a number. So the first
object will be "Object1", the next "Object2"
etc. Keys can be used in functions to
return properties of that item.
WYSIWYG
What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get.
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